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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis 1 attempt to show that the universal tendencies underlying cross- 

linguistic variation in the behavior of wh-elements can be captured as Molable 

constraïnts, which are ranked on a language-specific basis according to the tenets of 

Optimality Theory. 

At the core of my analysis are three constraints: OP-SPEC. which (following 

Grimshaw 1997) requires that an operator be in a specifier position; *TRACE, which 

disallows traces; and SCOPE-OP, whjch requires that the highest specifier of an extended 

projection over which an operator takes scope contain a marker of that scope in the form 

of an instance of that operator. 

1 propose that in English, SCOPE-OP dominates TRACE which dominates OP- 

SPEC; in Chinese, *TRACE dominants SCOPE-OP and OP-SPEC; and in Czech and 

Bulgarian, OP-SPEC dominants *TRACE. 1 propose additional constraints to account for 

differences between Czech and Bulgarian, and tied constraints to account for optional wh- 

fionting in Babine-Witsuwit'en. 
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Cha~ter 1: Introduction 

Within the Principles and Parameters Theory of syntax.' the behavior of wh- 

elements in various languages has served as the empirical basis for a number of 

theoretical consaicts (Legendre. Wilson. SmolensQ, Homer and Raymond 1995). For 

this reason, explaining the ~ p o l o g y  of whquestions has evolved into somethhg of a 

litmus test for new theories of Generative Syntax. Optimality Theory is one such new 

theory. 

in this thesis I attempt to show that the universal tendencies underlying cross- 

linguistic variation in the behavior of wh-elements c m  be capnired as violable 

consuaints, which are ranked on a language-specific basis according to the tenets of 

Optimality Theory. Specifically. I provide an Optimality Theoretic account of wh- 

questions in the following languages: 

Engtish, which has obligatory wh-movement: 

(1) 

a. CVhat did the cat sit on? 

b *The cat sat on what? 

Chinese. which has wh-in-situ (Le.. no overt wh-movement at dl): 

( 2 )  
a. Zhangsan kandao shenme? 

Zhangsan saw what 
' What did Zhangsan see?' 

b.* Shenrne Zhangsan kandao? 
(Aoun & Li 1993. cited in Denham 1997: 83) 

' The literature on whquestions within Govemment Binding Theory and Minimalism is 
extensive. For discussions within Govemment Binding Theory, see Chomsky ( 1  986), Rudin 
( 1988), Aoun and Li (1993). Cheng (1997) and Huang (1995). For a discussion of whquestions 
within Minimalism, see ChomsQ (1995). For an elegant discussion of the thomy problem of 
optional wh-movement within Minimalism, see Denham (1997). 



Czech and Bulgarian, both of which display multiple wh-movement: 

(3) Bulgarian 
W h 0  sees whom?' 

I b i  koao viida? 
rvho whom sees 

(4) Czech 
'Who sees whom?' 

Kdo koho videl? -- 
rvho rvhom sees 

(Rudin f 988: 449) 

And Babine-Witsuwit'en, an Athapaskan language which has optional singular wh- 
movement: 

(5) Babine-Witsuwit'en 

a. Lillian & yunkët? 
Lillian whar 3s. boughf.3~ 'What did Lillian buy?' 

b. Ndu Lillian yunkët? 
ivhat Lillian 3s. bought. 3s 

(Denham 1997: 62)  

The universal tendencies that 1 will be attempting to capture with the formal architecture 

of Optimality Theocy are: 

* The tendency for grammars to favor having syntactic operators (e.g. wh-expressions) in 

positions fiom which they c-cornrnand everything in their scope (Gnmshaw. 1997). 

* The tendency for grammars to favor structures in which an extended projection 

containing a given syntactic operator has a marker of the scope of that operator in its 

highest specifier position. 

* The tendency for grammars to disfavor the presence of an operator without an instance 

of that operator in the specifier position of some projection containing it. 



* The tendency for grammars to disfavor projections (in the sense used in X-bar the-) 

without heads (Grimshaw, 1997). 

* The tendency for grammars to disfavor having more that one element in a single 

speci fier position. 

* The tendency for gramrnars to disfavor ha\lng a chah  (consisting of a lexical or 

functional element and its traces) cross the b o u n w  of an ex~ended projection. 

* The tendency for grammars to disfavor traces (Grimshaw, 1997; Legendre et al. 1995). 

* The even stronger tendency for grammars to disfavor traces of lexical items (Le. content 

words -- nouns, verbs. adjectives and adverbs) (Grimshaw. 1997). 

* The tendency for grammars to favor the complete parsing (or reaiizing) of the lexical- 

conceptual structure of linguistic materiai (Grimshaw. 1997). 

* The tendency for grammars to disfavor structures in which the highest head of an 

extsnded projection is CO-indexed with a trace (denved fiom Grimshaw. 1997). 

The centrai claims of this thesis are: fint, that these tendencies are al1 part of 

universal grammar: second, that they are ail violable; and third. that they are ranked 

differently in different languages. 

In Chapter 2 1 give a brief overview of Optimality T h e o l  and discuss 

Grimshaw's (1  997) application of Optimality Theory to syntau. focusing on her analysis 

of whquestions. in Chapter 3 1 give a revised anaiysis of whquestions in English and 

show that the constraint set proposed for wh-movement in English can be re-ranked to 

account for wh-in-situ in Chinese, multiple wh-movement in Czech and Bulgarian. and 

(with one additional constraint) the difference between complex wh-questions in Czech 



and Bulgarian. In Chapter 4 1 propose to account for optional wh-movement in Babine- 

Witsuwit'en in ternis of tied constraints. In Chapter 5. I discuss the implicational 

relationships among constraints, and the effefts these may have on language leaming. in 

Chapter 6 1 summarize the constraints and rankings proposed in this thesis, and in 

Chapter 7 1 provide a factorial typology of the constraints. In Chapter 8 1 compare the 

account presented here to other Optimality Theoretic accounts of wh-movement, and in 

Chapter 9 1 conclude by discussing the advantages of an Optimality Theoretic approach 

over other approaches within generative syntax. 



Cba~ter  2: Pretiminaries 

In this chapter, 1 provide a brief introduction to Optimaiity Theory (2.1); and a 

discussion of Jane Grimshaw's (1 997) application of Optimality Theory to syntax, which 

1 take as my starting point (2.2). 1 then discuss Grimshaw's analysis of wh-movement 

(2.3)' and the limitations thereof @A), followed by some preliminary differences between 

Grimshaw's quasi-representationd approach and my own strictly representationai 

approach (2.5). 1 conclude with a note on subjects (2.6). 

2.1 Optimality Theory 

In this section, I give an overview of Optimality Theory. a bnef discussion of 

some formal aspects of Optimality Theory, and some common (and very usefÙ1) 

expository conventions of Optimality Theory. 

2.11 An Overview of Optimality Theory 

The central difference between Optimality Theoretic analysis and traditional 

analysis within generative linguistics is the following: in traditional analysis. restrictions 

(ofien formalized as des .  principles or conditions) are considered to be inviolable; in 

Optimality Theoretic analysis, they are considered to be violable. This difference enables 

Optimal ity Theoretic analysis to posit constraints capturing universal tendencies in 

language. without claiming that these constraints are inviolable in every language. or even 

in every construction in a particular language. 

An important strength of Optimality Theory is its ability to account for cross- 

linguistic variation in a simple and elegant way. Constraints representing universal 

tendencies are ranked in such a way that the grammar of a given language will violate 

any number of lower ranked constraints in order to avoid the violation of just one higher 

ranked constraint. Ideaily, a single set of universal constraints should account for 

simiiarities across languages, while different rankings of these constraints should account 

for differences among languages (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; Grimshaw, 1997; 

Archangeli. 1 997). 



2.1.2 Formal Aspects of Optimality Tbeo y 

In Ophality Theory, as presented in Prince and Smolensky (1 993). Universal 

Grammar includes : 

a) a set of linguistic primitives, 

b) a set of universal constraints (called CON). which are individually violable, 

C)  a generator mechanism (called GEN) which, for a given input, creates a candidate set 

of potential outputs, 

d) an evaluator mechanism (cailed EVAL) which, for a given input, uses a lanbouage 

particular ranking of CON to select the brst (optimal) output fiom the candidate set 

provided by GEN. 

The gammar of a particular language includes: 

a) an inventory of basic forms fiom which inputs are constnicted, 

b) a language particular ranking of the set of universal constraints (CON). 

The exact nature of the basic forms fiom which inputs are constnicted is still a 

maner of debate. in morphophonology, they are generally taken to be morphemes, but in 

syntax this is obviously not the case. In this thesis 1 leave the matter of the building 

blocks of inputs open. Ioosely following Gnmshaw ( 1997) and Legendre et al. (1 995) in 

assuming that inputs include lexical items and associated argument structure, functional 

elements. features, and delineations of the scope of features. 

2. 1 Notational Conventions 

The following notational conventions will be observed in this thesis: 

* indicates that a candidate violates a particular constraint, ** indicates that a candidate 

violates a constraint twice. and so on. 

*! indicates a fatai violation - in other words, one which causes the candidate in question 
to be sub-optimal. 

indicates the optimal candidate. 

An unbroken line between two constraints in a tableau indicates that the one on 



the lefi dominates the one on the ri* A dashed line indicates that the conmaints are 

unranked with respect to each other. (Or. put another way. that there is no evidence from 

which to denve the relative ranking of the two consnaints.) A doned line between two 

constraints indicates that the constraints are tied. 

A B Constraint A is m higher ranked 
Constraints A and 
B are unranked 
with respect to 
one another. 

A B 1 Consnaints A and 

2.2 Theoretical Framework: Grimshaw 1997 

My general theoretical h e w o r k  is that of Jane Grimshaw's 1997 papa 

"Projection. Heads. and Optimality," in which she sets out a coherent h e w o r k  for 

Optimality ïheoretic accounts of syntactic phenomena. 

Grimshaw's andysis marries Optimality Theoretic concepts (such as the 

violability OF constraints) with representations largely borrowed fiom Government 

Binding Theoxy. Ln addition to the tenets of Optimality Theory -- that constraints are 

violable. that constraints are ranked. and that the violation of any number of lower ranked 

constraints is preferable to the violation of just one more highiy ranked constraint -- 
Grirnshaw makes the following assurnptions (375-3 76): 

* that input takes the form of a lexical head, its argument structure. an assignment of 

lexical heads to its arguments, and associated functionai elements such as tense and 

aspect, 

* that meaning is present in the input, and that "competing candidates have non-distinct 

logical forms". 

* that GEN generates al1 and only projections which confonn to X-bar theory. adding any 

necessary fimctional elements not present in the input. 



2.2.1 The Extended Projection 

Tne concept of an 'extended projection' is cenrral to Grimshaw's analysis. She 

defines an extended projection as  "a unit consisting of a lexical head and its projection- 

plus al1 the fiinctional projections erected over the lexical projection" (376). and goes on 

to say that for a given verb. possible extended projections include (but are not limited to) 

VP. IP and CP. 

The structure of an extended projection is not fixed. because under Grimshaw's 

analysis a clause contains no more structure than is necessary to optimally satisfi the 

relevant constraints. Al1 unnecessary projections are disallowed by the combination of 

two universal tendencies -- the tendency for projections to have heads. and the tendency 

for elements not to move. The tendency for projections to have heads is formalized as the 

fol lowing violable constraint: 

OB-HEAD: A projection must have a head. 

The tendency for elements to be expressed overtly in the position in which they receive 

theta markin2 is fonnalized as: 

STAY: An element does not move. 

Any unnecessas, structure ( that is, any structure not necessary to parse the input 

in accordance with X-bar theory) will be disdlowed by the combination of STAY and OB- 

HEAD. unless it is required to satise a constm.int ranked above STAY or OB-HEAD. This 

Grimshaw assumes that arguments must be theta-marked by their lexical heads 
(presumably as part of GEN), and proposes the following highly-ranked constraint: 

8-1MAZUi;: Lexical heads theta-mark within their lexical projections. (374) 

Alternatively, if it were to tum out that lexical heads alwqys theta-mark within their lexical 
projections. then one could assume that the content of 9-MARK is part of GEN. (This is among 
the many questions in Optimality Theoretic syntax that wiIl have to be settled empirically, rather 
than theoretically.) 



is because the presence of any projection for which a head is not present in the input will 

entai1 the violation of one or the other - if the projection remains headless, then OB- 

HEAD will be violated, and if an element moves fiorn some other projection (leaving a 

trace behind to head that projection), then STAY will be violated. As a result, only 

constraults ranked above either STAY or OB-HEAD (or both) result in the creation of 

structure beyond that which is necessary to meet the conditions of X-bar structure. I f  

there is no C present in the input, and if CP is not necessary to satisQ some constraint that 

is ranked above either STAY and OB-HEAD, then the resulting clause will not be a CP- Ln 

English. if no auxiliary is present in the input or necessary to satisfi a highly ranked 

constraint. the clause will not be an iP, but rather a VP. 

2.2.2 Dispensing with Projection Labels 

in the final section of "Projection. Heads and Optionality." Grimshaw goes 

further. taking what she calls a "radical step" in proposing to dispense entirely with 

labels for projections: 

There is no reason to label the projections that make up extended 
projections. Every projection is just that. a projection, which has a 
grammatical category, may have a lexically realized head, may have 
acquired a head by movement. or may lack one completely. The 
properties of a projection are just a function of what happens to head it. If 
it has no head. it has no properties other than those irnposed by its role in 
the extended projection . . . Moreover, none of the constraints refer to 
projection labels: a wh-phrase need not be in [Spec, CP] for example - any 
specifier that c-commands the extended projection will suffi~ce. (p. 41 7) 

If  it indeed turns out to be possible to dispense with projection labels, this wouid 

represent a significant simplification of the theory. In this thesis, 1 take up where 

Grimshaw leaves off. indicating the boudaries of verbal projections, but not necessarily 

labeling them as VP. IP or CP. Where VP, R and CP are used. it is as an expository 

device only. 



2.3 Grimshaw's Analysis of Wh-movement 

In order to account for wh-movement, Grimshaw proposes a constraint that 

reflects the tendency for operators such as wh-expressions to appear in a specifier 

position fiom which they take scope': 

OP-SPEC: A syntactic operator (e.g. a wh-expression) must be in a specifier position 
which dlows it to c-command everything within its scope. 

The lack of wh-movement in Ianguages such as Chinese resdts fiom a high ranking of 

the constraint against movement, discussed in section 3.2.1 and repeated here: 

STAY: An element does not move. 

In a language with wh-movement, such as English. OP-SPEC dominates STAY, so the wh- 

expression moves fiom the position in which it receives theta-marking to the specifier 

position from which it takes scope. Ln languages such as Chinese. STAY dominates OP- 

SPEC, so the wh-expression remains in the position in which it receives theta-rnarking. 

Under Grimshaw's assumptions, an English declarative clause with an auxiliary is 

an IP -- there is no need for a CP to be projected over it. (See section 2.2.1 .) An English 

interrogative clause, on the other hand. is a CF (unless the wh-element is the subject'). 

This is because OP-SPEC requires that the question operator be in a specifier position 

from which it c-comrnands everything within its scope, and the other suitable specifier 

positions are filled (the specifier of P with the subject and the specifier of VP with a 

trace of the subject). Because OP-SPEC is highly ranked in English. EVAL will select the 

candidate with a CP projected over the P, in order to provide a specifier position for the 

Grimshaw defines a syntactic operator as "a scope-bearing expression that takes its 
scope by virtue of  its syntactic position" (377). At a minimum, this included wh-elements and 
negative elements such as not and never. It may also include existential and universal 
quantifiers. 

'' This is because a subject wh-element is already in a specifier position (either of VP or 
IP). and so does not need to move in order to satisfy OP-SPEC. 



question operator. 

In the absence of auxiliary verb movement, this would create a headless CP. and 

dius entai1 a violation of the consPaint stating that projections must have heads. discussed 

in 2.3.1 and repeated here: 

OB-HEAD: A projection must have a head. 

Since OB-HEAD outranks STAY in English. it is worse to have a headless projection than 

it is for an element to move, so the candidate in which the awiliary verb has moved to the 

head of the CP is optimal. This is shown in tableau (6).  

(6) English: OP-SPEC » OB-HEAD » STAY 

/[the cat will sit on what]/ 

[, The cat will [ ,  sit on what]]] 

08 [cp What will [, the cat t [, sit on t]]] 

OP-SPEC 

** 

in the absence of an auxiliary verb. the situation is complicated by the hi& 

II,, What [, the cat will [,, sit on f?]] ] 

ranking of a constraint specifically against lexical movement. In addition to the universal 

tendency for grammars to disfavor movement, there appears to be another universal 

tendency for languages to disfavor movement of lexical items, even in situations in which 

movement of other elements is allowed. Grimshaw fonndizes this tendency as the 

following: 

OB-HEAD 

1 *! 1 * 

NO-LEX-MVT: A lexical element does not move. 

STAY 

In English. NO-LEX-MVT ranks above OB-HEAD, so a main verb will not violate NO-LEX- 

MVT in order to satisfy OB-HEAD. This leaves the grammar with two choices: it cm go 

with a headless projection. or it can insert an expletive (or 'light') element - in this case, 





a. CP 
= A 

/ \ 
Spec C ' 
m a t ,  A 

/ \ 
C IP 

di4 A 
/ \ 

Spec 1 '  
the cark A 

! \ 

Spec V' 
t k  A 

1 \ 
v PP 

sir A 
1 \ 

P NP 
on f ,  

Optimal 

sar, A 
1 \ 

Spec 1' 
the car, A 

/ \. 

Violates 
NO-LEX-MVT 

c. CP 
A 

/ \ 
S c  C Gr, A 

1 \ 
C VP 

A 
1 \ 

Spec V' 
the car, 12 

/ \ 

Violates 
OB-HEAD 

d. VP 
A 
/ \ 

Spec V '  
The car A 

/ \ 
v PP 

sat A 
/ \ 

P NP 
on what 

Violates 
OP-SPEC 

Grimshaw accounts for the lack of auxiliary inversion and do-support in 

subordinate interrogative clauses by positing a constraint that captures the universal 

tendency for rnatrix extended projections to behave differently fiom subordinate extended 

projections. The constraint that she proposes is: 

PURE-EP: NO adjunction takes place to the highest node of a subordinate extended 
projection, and no mcvement takes place into the highest head of a subordinate extended 
projection. 

In English, PLIRE-EP dominates OB-HEAD. so a subordinate interrogative clause will go 

headless rather than sufTer movement of an auxiliary or an expletive do into its head. 

This is illustrated in the tableau in (9)': 

%xpIetive do can not be base-generated in C, because it would not be able to theta-mark 
the subject fiom that position. 



(9) English: PURE-EP » OP-SPEC » *LEx-MVT » OB-HEAD D FULL-[NT » STAY 

Ellen wondered the cat sat 
on whati 

a. rs;. [,., Ellen wondered [,, 
what, the [,., cat sat on t,.]]] 

b. [,, Ellen wondered [,, 
what, did, [,, the cat f, [, sit 
on ~ , 1 1 1 3  
c. EVp ElIen wondered [,, 
what, sat, [,, the cat f, on f , ] ] ]  

d .  [, Ellen wondered [t, the 
cat sat on what]] 

2.4 Limitations of Grimshaw's Anaiysis 

GrimshawTs analysis accounts for the contrast between singular wh-movement 

and wh-in-situ. ( In Ianguages with wh-in-situ. STAY dominates OP-SPEC, so a wh- 

element stays in the position in which it receives theta-marking.) She fails, however. tu 

account for other attested phenornena, such as multiple and optional wh-movement. In 

fact, she faiIs to give a satisfactory account o f  the lack of multiple wh-movement in 

English. Since OP-SPEC dominates STAY. there wouid seem to be no reason why any 

number of wh-elements should not cluster together in the highest specifier of the 

extended projection. or stack in the specifiers of  nesting CPs, as in the tableau in (IO), in 

which What when did the car sit on? and Mat did when the car sir on? tum out to be 

better than What did the cat sit on when? 



Grimshaw argues that only one wh-element moves because only one wh-element 

can occupy the specifier position fiom which it takes scope (379). Presumably. this is 

because the wh-element in the inner CP would not be in a position to take scope over the 

other wh-etement or the finite verb, both of which occur in the outer CP. It would. 

however. be in a position to take scope over the traces o f  both (as is shown in candidate 

( 1 Oc)). Since verbs assign theta-roles to traces, there would seem to be no reason why 

wh-elements should not take scope over traces.' In fact, I assume that this is what 

happens in languages with multiple wh-movement. (See section 3.3.) 

/the cat sat on what whenl 

a. [, What, did, [,,the cat t, [, sit on t, when]]] 

b. ru*[,, What, when, [did, [,, the cat tk [, sit on t, $1 J J J 

c. *rCp What, did, [,, when, t, [,,the cat t, [,T sit on t, 

2.5 Movement, Chahs and the Naming of Constraints 

In the remainder of this thesis. I replace STAY and NO-LEX-MVT with the 

following constraints8: 

*TRACE: Traces are disailowed. 

OP-SPEC 

! 

*LEx-TRACE: Traces of lexical elements are disallowed. 

STAY 

** 

*** 

**** 

This is because in this thesis 1 attempt to adapt Grimshaw's approach to a non- 

derivational theory of syntax in which GEN produces monostratal representations, in a 

' Kager (1999: 357) notes that Peter Ackema has made a similar observation. 

' Legendre et al (1995) use the notation *t in place of STAY. but 1 find this difficult to 
read. 



rnanner similar to that proposed in Legendre, Wilson, Smolenskv. Homer and Raymond 

1995. In place of Grimshaw's notion of 'movemen&' Legendre et al mode1 whquestions 

in terms of chains. By their defrnition, a wh-chah has as its head an operator which 

marks the scope of the questioned element and as its fuot a variable which marks the 

position in which the questioned element received a theta-role. Wh-fionting places the 

overt wh-phrase at the head of the chain, with a trace at the foob while wh-in-siru places 

an empty operator at the head of the chain, and the overt wh-phrase at the foot (3). In this 

thesis. 1 adopt their anaiysis as a means of avoiding an overly literd interpretation of the 

quasi-metaphor of movement, which 1 regard as an unnecessary complication of the 

gammar, and one which is not particularly compatible with an Optimality Theoretic 

Approac h. 

In addition. it is conceptually simpler to separate the two conjuncts of PURE-EP. 

For the purposes of accounting for the lack of subjectkerb inversion in English 

subordinate clauses, it is sufficient to say simply that movement into the head of a 

subordinate extended projection is disallowed. In order to maintain a monostratal 

approach. I reformulate this as the following constraint: 

*Sus-HD: The highest head of a subordinate extended projection can not be associated 
with a trace- 

2.6 A Note on Subjects 

In this thesis. I follow Grimshaw in assuming that a VP must contain either a 

subject or a trace that is CO-indexed with a subject. This assumption is not, however, 

necessary for Grimshaw's (or my own) analysis to work. For clarity of presentation. 1 do 

not show the trace of the subject in the specifier of VP in the tableaux that follow. In 

trees. on the other hand, 1 do show the trace of subject in the specifier of VP. since 

leaving it out would result in obvious visuai asy~nmetry.~ 

Grimshaw (1997: 379) "factors out" VP intemal subjects in her tableaux, and since she 
does not give trees, the issue does not corne up for trees. In his discussion of Grimshaw's work, 



C h a ~ t e r  3. WJl4uestions in Ennlish, Cbinese. Bulnarian and Czecb 

In this chapter my goals are: to improve upon Grimshaw's analysis of wh- 

movement in English; to show that the same set of constraints that account for movement 

in English c m  be re-ranked to account for the absence of movement in Chinese;%nd to 

extend the analysis to cover multiple wh-movement in Bulgarian and Czech. 

In section 3.1,I propose that multiple wh-movement in English is sub-optimal 

because OP-SPEC (the constraint r e q u i ~ g  that an operator be in a specifier position From 

which it takes scope) actuaily rads below *TRACE (which disallows traces); and that 

single wh-movement is forced by the high ranking of a constra.int requiring that an 

extended projection over which an operator takes scope contain an overt rnarker of that 

scope in its highest specifier position. This constraint takes the place of Grimshaw's OP- 

SPEC at the top of the hierarchy of constraints for English. 

In section 3.2 1 argue that in Chinese. *TRACE is ranked above the other 

constraints. causing wh-expressions to occw in-situ. 

in section 3.3 1 discuss wh-questions in Czech and Bulgarian. In section 3.3.1. 1 

present evidence that wh-questions in Bulgarian and Czech have different structures. and 

in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.1 discuss simple questions in Bulgarian and Czech, arguing 

that OP-SPEC is very highly ranked in both languages. For Bulgarian. 1 propose that a 

constraint against having multiple elements in a single specifier position is ranked below 

OP-SPEC. allowing multiple wh-elements to cluster in the specifier position from which 

they take scope. For Czech, 1 propose that OB-HEAD (which disallows headless 

projections) is ranked below OP-SPEC, allowing the creation of as many projections as are 

necessary for each wh-element to occupy the specifier position of a different projection. 

In section 3.3.4 1 present constraint-based evidence for the different structures of Czech 

and Bulgarian. In section 3.3.5 1 account for differences between the extraction of wh- 

elements from subordinate clauses in Czech and Bulgarian by proposing that Czech and 

Kager ( 1  999: 34 1-37 1 )  simply leaves the SpecVP position out of his trees. 

1 O My analysis of Chinese is not substantively different from Grimshaw's very brief 
analysis of wh-in-situ languages (404). It is included here for the sake of completeness. 



Bulgarian differ with respect to the rankuig of a consûaint against having a chah cross 

the boundary of an extended projection. In section 3.3 -3. i summarize the proposed 

constraint rankings for Czec h and Bulgarian. 

in section 3.4 1 summarize my analysis in the chapter, and offer a factond 

typology of the three main constraints used to account for cross-linguistic variation in wh- 

questions. 

3.1 Eaglish 

In Engiish. o d y  one wh-element fronts in a sentence. Multiple wh-elernents do 

not cluster together in the specifier position lkom which they take scope. as they appear to 

do in Bulgarian (see sections 3.3.2); nor do they move to the specifiers of separate 

projections. as they appear to do in Czech (see section 3.3.3). 

Similar situations occur in Babine-Witsuwit'en, which has optionai singular wh- 

movement (see chapter 4)- and in Czech. which allows fronting of only one wh-element 

out of an embedded clause (see section 3.3.5). Obviously, what is needed is a constra.int 

that captures the cross-linguistic tendency for one wh-element in a sentence fo behave 

dl fferently fi-orn all the orhers. 

Grimshaw's OP-SPEC reflects the s m e  tendency as 'Greed' in the Minimaiist 

Program - the tendency for an operator to be in the highest specifier position of the clause 

over which it has scope. ('Greed' itself is actually more general, referring to the fact that 

an dement oniy moves in order to check off its own features (Chomsky. 1995: 201).) 

What we need here is a constraint that reflects the sarne tendency as 'Attract F' in the 

Minimalist Program - the tendency for the highest specifier of the clause over which a 

given operator takes scope to contain a marker of that scope in the form of an instance of 

that operator. ('Attract F' is also more general, referring to the fact that a position 

'attracts' an element in order to check off its own features (Chomsky, 1 995 : 297).)' To 

" 'Attract F' and 'Greed' are both discussed with reference to wh-elements in Denham 
1997, where she uses 'Attract F' to account for wh-movement in languages such as EngIish and 
Babine-Witsuwit'en, and 'Greed' to account for wh-movement in languages such as Bulgarian. 
Her analysis is, however. very different from mine (see section 4.3). 



this end. 1 propose the following constraint '': 

SCOPE-OP: The highest specifier of an extended projection over which an operator takes 
scope must contain a marker of that scope in the form of an instance of that operator." 

My proposal is that it is SCOPE-OP, not OP-SPEC, that accounts for wh-movement 

in English. in other words, the universal tendency that accounts for wh-movement in 

English is not the tendency for an operator to be in a specifier position fiom which it 

takes scope. but rather the tendency for the extended projection over which an operator 

takes scope to have an instance of that operator in i ts  highest specifier position. The 

crucial difference between SCOPE-OP and OP-SPEC is that SCOPE-OP is always satisfied 

by a single instance of a given type of operator in its highest specifier position. whereas 

OP-SPEC requires that every operator within the extended projection be in a specifier 

position. Where there is only one of a given type of operator in a sentence, the effects of 

the two constraints will be the same - the operator will be realized in the specifier 

position of the extended projection over which it takes scope. However, where there is 

more than one of a given type of operator in an extended projection. as in multiple wh- 

questions. the effects of the two constraints will be different: SCOPE-OP will require the 

realization of only one of the operators in an appropriate specifier position, while OP- 

SPEC will require the realization of dl of the operators in an appropriate specifier 

position. In my proposal. SCOPE-OP is ranked above *TRACE in English, while OP-SPEC 

is ranked below it. The result is s h o w  in the tableau in (1 1): 

" It is possible that SCOPE-OP is really two constraints: one requinng that the highest 
specifier of  an extended projection over which an operator takes scope contain a marker of that 
scope: and another requiring that the scope marker for a given operator be in the form o f  an 
instance of that operator. I leave the matter open here. 

'j  Any wh-element counts as an instance o f  any other wh-element. Thus a hi@ ranking 
of this constraint may account for partial wh-movement in languages such as German. (See 
McDaniel. 1989, Müller, 1997 for detailed discussion of ianguages with partial wh-movement.) 



OP j HEAD 
I 

ru a. [Whom, did, [ Liz r, [ see t,  when]]] 1 

1 

I 

b. [Liz saw whom whenl *! I 
I 

c .  [ Whom, when, did, Piz r ,  [see 2, t ,]]]  1 I 

1 

I 

d. [ Whom, [Liz saw t, when] J II I *! 
-- -- - 

I 

e .  [ Whom, [ when, did, [Liz t, [t see t,  t, ]JI J *! 
1 

f. [ Whom, when, [Liz saw r, c,]] I *! 

3.2 Chinese 

Languages such as Chinese display wh-in-situ. as is shown in (4), repeated here 

as (12): 

( 1  2) Chinese 
a. Zhangsan kandao shenrne? 
Zhangsan smv what 

b.* Shenme Zhangsan kandao? 
(Aoun & Li 1993. cited in Denham 1997: 83) 

' What did Zhangsan see?' 

For this reason we can assume that *TRACE is very highiy tanked, dominating both OP- 

SPEC and SCOPE-OP. This is s h o w  in the tableau in (13): 

* [Shenme [Zhangsan kandao] t,] 11 I 

*! l I 

1 3) Chinese: *TRACE N {OP-SPEC, SCOPE-OP ) 

'' A full ranking for English of the consîraints discussed so far would be ( SCOPE- 
OP. OB-HEAD. *LEx-TR.AcE} » FULL-INT 1) *TRACE » OP-SPEC. 

/Zhangsan kandao shenme/ 
Zhangsan saw what 

[Zhangsan kandao shenmel 

- 
1 

*TRACE OP-SPEC j SCOPE-OP 
I 
I 
1 

1 

I * 
! 



3.3 Bulgarian and Czech 

Both Bulgarian and Czech display multiple wh-movement, but they differ in 

several respects. First, they appear to have different structures. with multiple wh- 

elements in Bulgarian appearing to cluster in the specifier position of a projection headed 

by a moved verb, and multiple wh-elements in Czech occupying the specifiers of separate 

headless projections. 

In order to account for this difference. we need a constraint disallowing multiple 

constituents in a single specifier position. This constraint should reflect the fact that. 

cross-linguistically. there is a tendency for a specifier position to contain no more than 

one constituent. Languages such as Bulgarian. in which this constraint is violated. could 

then be said to be marked (meaning that they display an attribute which is unusual cross- 

Iinguistically). 

My proposal is that the differences in the structures of Czech and Bulgarian result 

fiom the fact that this constrallit is violable in Bulgarian but not in Czech, while OB- 

HEAD (which requires that projections have heads) is violable in Czech but not in 

Bulgarian. 

A second difference between Czech and Bulgarian is that extraction of multiple 

wh-elements out of a clause is possible in Bulgarian but not in Czech. 1 argue that this 

reflects different rankings of a constraint against having a chain cross the boundary of an 

extended projection. in complex questions. this constraint conflicts with OP-SPEC. This 

constraint is ranked below OP-SPEC in Bulgarian, so it is violated in order to ensure the 

satisfaction of OP-SPEC. Ln Czech, the reverse is me: the constraint against having a 

chain cross the boundary of an extended projection is ranked above OP-SPEC? which is 

violated in order to ensure the satisfaction of the higher ranked constraint. 

In section 3.3.1,I discuss evidence that whquestions have different structures in 

Czech and Bulgarian. In sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3,I present my account of simple wh- 

questions in these languages. In section 3.3.4.1 elabrate slightly by giving a constraint- 

based account of the different structures presented in section 3.3.1. In section 3.3.5,I 

discuss the difference between complex whquestions in Bulgarian and Czech, and 



present my account of it. Ln section 3.3.6,I integrate my accounts of simple and complex 

questions in Bulgarian and Czech, showing that the facts of both c m  be accounted for by 

a single constraint ranking in each language. 

33.1 Evidence that Whquations have Dincrent Structures in Bulgarian and Czech 

Bulgarian and Czech both display obligatory multiple wh-movement in simple 

questions. as is shown in (3) and (4) repeated here as (14a) and (14b):. 

( 14a) Bulgarian 

Who sees whom?' 

bi kom viida? 

rvho rvhorn sees 

( 1  4b) Czech 

'Who sees whom?' 

Kdo koho videl? -- 
who whom sees 

(Rudin 1988: 449) 

There are. however. a number of subtle differences (discussed in Rudin 1988) 

which indicate that the structures of these questions are quite different. First. the fionted 

wh-elements pattern together as a constituent in Bulgarian but nof in Czech. This can be 

shown by contrasting the behaviors of clitics and adverbs in these languages. 

Bulgarian clitics, such as the auxiliary e 'has' and the pronoun ti 'you'. do not occur 

between fionted wh-elements, as is shown in (1 5). while Czech clitics. such as the 

pronoun ho 'hm'. do. as is shown in (16): 



( 1 5 )  Bulgarian 

a. Koj kakvo ti e kazal? 
who what you have told -- 

b. *m ti e kakvo kazal? 
who you have what told - 

(Rudin 1988: 262-263) 

( 1 6 )  Czech 

a. Kdo ho & videljenejasné. 
who him where saw is unclear. 

-Who told you what?' 

"Who saw him where is unclear.' 

b. * Kdo kde ho videl je nejasné. 
who where him smv is unclear. -- 

(Rudin 1988: 466) 

The strength of this evidence is Iimited by the fact that Bulgarian clitics are 

proclitic to the verb, while Czech clitics always follow the first major constituent of a 

clause (Rudin 462.465). On the other hand, the fact that in Czech the clitic musr appear 

irnrnediately afier the first wh-element is evidence that multiple fionted wh-elements do 

not form a constituent in Czech. 

Further evidence that multiple fronted wh-elements do form a constituent in 

Bulgarian cornes fiom the placement of adverbs. which cannot occw between fronted wh- 

elernents. as is shown in (1 7): 

(17) Bulgarian 

a. Zavisti ot tova, koJ k o ~ o  prüv e udaril 
depends ow this who whom fint has hit 

b.+ Zavisti ot tova koi prüv kogo e udaril 
depends on this who fimt whom has hit 

(Rudin 467) 

-1t depends on who hit whom 
tirst.'' 

This con- with Czech. which does allow adverbs to occur between fionted 



wh-elements. as is shown in (1 8): 

(18) Czech 

a. Kdo rychle co kumo dal? 
who quicklj what to whom gave - 

'-Who quickîy gave what 
to whom?" 

b. Kdo ço rychle kurno dal? 
(Ackema and Neeleman 1998: 466) 

Rudin concludes from such evidence that in Buigarian the specifier of a CP can contain 

multiple wh-elements. while in Czech it can contain ody one (478). 

Another difference between Czech and Bulgarian. according to Ackerna and 

Neeleman (1 998), is that Bulgarian displays obligatory subjectkerb inversion in 

questions. while Czech does not, as is shown in (19) and (20)": 

( 1 9) Buigarian 

Kakvo kupuva Ivan 
what buys Ivan 

*Kakvo Ivan kupuva 
'What does Ivan buy?' 

what Ivan buys 
(Ac kema and Neeleman 45 8. citing Kraskow, 1 992) 

(20) Czecb 

Co kupuje Ivan? 
ivhat buys John 

Co Ivan kupuje? 
wbat John buys 

(Ackema and Neeleman, 467) 

'What does John buy?' 

1s Ackema and NeeIeman note that while inversion is possible in Czech, it is not due to 
subjedverb inversion, but rather to "fke subject inversion o f  the ltalian type" (467). Since this 
inversion is optional (and appears to be marked) 1 assume that i t is not caused by a hi& 
ranking of OB-HEAD. 



From the evidence above, 1 conclude that multiple wh-questions in Bulgarian and Czech 

have structures dong  the following lines: 

a. Bulgarian 
CP 

/ \ / \ 
Wh, Wh, C VP 

I / \  
verb, 1 \ 

Spec V' 
r ,  / \  

'1 
' k  

b. Czech 
CP 

' / \  
C VP 

/ \ 
/ \ 

Spec V' 
t, / \ 

l, 
verb 

In Bulgarian. multiple wh-elements appear to cluster in the specifier of a projection 

headed by a moved verb? while in Czech multiple wh-elements each occupy the specifier 

of an extended projection. In the following two sections. 1 show that the structures given 

in (20) c m  be obtained through the re-ranking of a single set of violable constraints. 

3.3.2 Simple Wh-questions in Bulgarian 

In order to account for the different stnictures of multiple whquestions in Czech 

and Bulgarian, 1 propose a constraint that fomalizes the tendency for languages to 

disaiiow multiple constituents in a single specifier position: 

*MULT-SPEC: More than one constituent in a specifier position is disallowed. 

For Bulgarian, 1 propose that OP-SPEC and OB-HEAD dominate * MULT-SPEC and 

*TRACE. This means that it is more important to ensure that every operator is in a 

specifier position fkom which it takes scope, and to ensure that every projection has a 



head. than it is to avoid having more ùian one element in a single specifier position. It is 

dso more important to ensure that every projection has a head than it is to avoid traces. 

Thus the structure in which al1 wh-eiements cluster in a single specifier position (Le.. the 

structure which violates *MULT-SPEC) is optimal. as is shown in the tableau in (22). 

(Note that the verb is in C, incurring an extra *TRACE violation. in order to avoid the 

violation of OB-HEAD.) 

:22) Bulgarian: {OP-SPEC, OB-HEAD) » (*MLKT-SPEC, *TRACE] l 6  
P I I 

/koj viida kogo/ OP-SPEC j OB-HEAD *MULT-SPEC j *TRACE 
tvho sees whom I I 

! ! 

l6 A AI1 ranking for Bulgarian of the constraints introduced so far would be {OP-SPEC, 
OB-HEAD, FULL-IN) D {*MuLT-SPEC,* TRACE, *LEx-TRACE). Since traces are common in 
Bulgarian, 1 assume that *TRACE is very low ranked. Since Bulgarian does not display do- 
support, 1 assume that FULL-INT dominates *TRACE and *LEx-TRACE. The effects of SCOPE-OP 
are not felt, since any candidate that satisfies OP-SPEC will by definition satisfy SCOPE-OP. (See 
Chapter 5 for a discussion of implicational relationships among constraints.) 

At this point, 1 do not have suficient data to rank *SUB-HD in Bulgarian: if Bulgarian 
displays subjecvverb inversion in subordinate clauses, then 1 would assume that *Sm-HD is 
ranked beneath OB-HEAD: if it does not, then 1 would assume that *SUB-HD is ranked above OB- 
HEAD. 

" Note that Koj v i a l o  kogo has only one violation of OP-SPEC, since koj is already in a 
specifier position fiom which it takes scope. 



3.33 Simple Whquestions in Czech 

As discwed above? evidence suggests that in Czech each wh-element occupies a 

separate specifier position. If we assume, as Grirnshaw does, that OB-HEAD is a violable 

constraint. and if we assume that in Czech it is ranked below both OP-SPEC and *MULT- 

SPEC. then OP-SPEC and *MULT-SPEC together will force the creation of as many 

headless projections as are necessary to ensure the satisfaction of OP-SPEC. This is 

because it is more important for the grammar to ensure that each operator is in a specifier 

position from which it takes scope. and to avoid having multipie operators in a single 

specifier position. than it is to ensure that every projection has a head. This ranking is 

shown in the tableau in (23). (Note that. uniike what we see in Bulgarian, the verb 

appears in the position fkom which it theta-marks its arguments. thus violating OB-HEAD 

in order to avoid an additional violation of *TRACE.) 

:23) Czech: {OP-SPEC. *MU 

/Kdo vide1 kohol 
rvho saw whom 

~ [ K d o ,  boho, [t, vidël t,]]] 

[Kdo, [koho, videl, [t, tk tJ]] 

[Kdo, koho, [t, vide1 t,]] 

[Kdo, [ t ,  vide1 koho]] 

[ Kdo vidël koho] 

[ Kdo, koho, vidël, [t, tk t,] J 

'* A full ranking for Czech of the constraints introduced so far would be (OP-SPEC. 
*MULT-SPEC, FULL-INT ) D {*LEx-TRACE, *TRACE ) » OB-HEAD. AS in Bulgarian, the effects of 
SCOPE-OP are not felt, since any candidate that satisfies OP-SPEC will by definition satisQ 
SCOPE-OP. (For a discussion of the implicational relationships among constraints, see Chapter 5) 
Since Czech lacks mandatory subjectlverb inversion, and does not display do-suppo~ 1 assume 
that FULL-INT and *TR~CE both rank above OB-HEAD. (*LEx-TRACE patterns with *TRACE, 
since the data gives no reason to rank it separately. See Chapter 5 for a discussion of the 
relationship between *LEx-TRACE and *TRACE.) 



3.3.4 Constraint-Based Evidence for the Structure of Czech and Bulgarian 

It would be nice if. for the sake of completeness. we were able to give an 

explicitly Optimdity Theoretic account of the fact that Czech, with its nested CP 

structure. dlows adverbs between fionted wh-elements, while Bulgarian, with its multiply 

filled specifier, does not. This would require a highiy ranked, perhaps undominated, 

constraint reflecting the fact that materid is rarely, if ever. interpolated between two 

elements occupying the same position.'9 The c o n s e n t  that 1 propose is: 

"INTER: Matend may not be interpolated between elements occupying a single stnicturai 
position. 

If this constraint is undominated in both Czech and Bulgarian. then the difference 

between the languages must be in the ranking of *MULT-SPEC and OB-HEAD as is s h o w  

by the tableaux (24) and (25): 

(24) Czech: ( *INTER, *MULT-SPEC. OP-SPEC 1 )) OB-HEAD 
I I 

[da1 N o  co kumo rychle?/ *INTER j *MULT-SPEC j OP- OB- 

In Czech. (24b) violates *INTER and *MVLT-SPEC and (24c) violates OP-SPEC. leaving 

(24a) as the optimal form. 

19 Tom Hukari (P.C.) points out that this constraint could also be formulated in terms of 
restrictions on the type of projection to which an adverb may adjoin. If an adverb may only 
adjoin to an X', or only adjoin to an XP, then the difference in the behavior of adverbs in 
Bulgarian and Czech can be shown to follow fiom the difference in their structure. 1 keep 
*INTER here because, in addition to explaining the behavior of adverbs in Czech and Bulgarian, it 
nicely explains why clitics as well as adverbs may not corne between fronted wh-eiements in 
Bu lgarian. 



I 
I i 

a. pk koizo, prüv ek [t, [t, udaril r,]]] I I 

'25) Bulgarian: (*INTER OP-SPEC, OB-HEAD) H *MULT-SPEC 

d. [koJ priiv e, [5 [t, udaril kogol]] P I 

I *! ! I I 

*MULT- 
SPEC 

/koi e udaril kogo priiv]/ 
who hm hi1 whom first 

c. [& prüv kokoeo, e, [t, [r, udaril I,]]]] 

in Bulgarian, (2%) violates *~NTER, (25c) violates OB-HEAD. and (25d) violates 

OP-SPEC. That leaves (25a) as the optimal form. Thus the hi& ranking of *INTER and 

OB-HEAD. combined with the low ranking of *MUT-SPEC. restricts Bulgarian to the 

order found in (25a). 

1 1 

' *INTER / OP-SPEC j OB- 
I 
1 ! HEAD 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I *! 

I 
I 1 

3.3.5 Complex whquestions in Czech and Bulgarian 

Another difference between Czech and Bulgarian is that Bulgarian allows 

multiple wh-fionting out of an embedded clause, as is s h o w  in (26), while Czech allows 

only one wh-element to fiont. as is shown in (27). 

(26) Bulgarian 

Koj küde mislis t e  e otiSül? 
who where think.2~ that has gone -- 
'Who do you think went where?' 

(Rudin. p. 450) 

(27) Czech 

a. Kde si mys1iS ie  budeme spat? ' Where do you think that we will 
where REFL rhink 2s that wilL l p  sleep sleep?' 

b. *Kde kdy si mysliS Le budeme spat t? 'Where do you think we will sleep 
Where when REFL t h i n k t  thai will. lp sleep when?' -- 

(Rudin, p. 455) 



This appears to be another example of  the tendency for one wh-element in a 

clause to behave differently fiom the others (see section 3.2), in that only one wh-element 

may by extracted from an embedded interrogative clause. 1 argue that this is parallel to 

the situation in English, in which only one wh-element fronts at al1 (see section 3.1 

above). In order to reflect this tendency, 1 have proposed SCOPE-OP. which requires that 

an extended projection over which an operator takes scope have an instance of that 

operator in its highest specifier position. Recall that SCOPE-OP differs crucially fiom OP- 

SPEC in that only one instance of wh-fionting is necessaq to satisS, SCOPE-OP. 

For Czech. therefore. there m u t  be some conflicting constraint that ranks abow 

OP-SPEC (since it is able to force the violation of OP-SPEC) but below SCOPE-OP (since it 

is nor able to force the violation of SCOPE-OP. 1 propose that this is a consmint reflecting 

the tendency for languages to disfavour movement out of a clause: 

*CHAIS-EP: A chab  may not cross the boundary of an extended projection. 

In Czech. *CHAN-EP ranks above OP-SPEC, so an element cannot be extracted 

fiom a clause in order to satise OP-SPEC. But. since *CHAN-EP ranks below SCOPE-OP. 

it  wil l  be violated in order to satisfi SCOPE-OP. Thus it is bener to have a chah cross the 

boundary of an extended projection than it is to fail to have the specifier position of the 

extended projection over which a question operator takes scope filled by a question 

operator. 

In Bulgarian. OP-SPEC does dominate *CHAM-EP, so it is more important to satisS 

OP-SPEC (by ensuring that every operator is in a specifier position fiom which it takes 

scope) than it is to satisfy *CI-MN-EP (by avoiding having a chah cross the boundary of 

an extended projection). 

The ranking of *CHAN-EP relative to OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP is shown for 

Bulgarian in the tableau in (28) [(28a) = (26)] and for Czech in the tableau in (29) 

[(29d) = (27b)l: 



(28) Bulgarian: OP-SPEC » *CK~J-EP'O 

/[midi5 [Ce e otiSii1 lcoi küdel]?/ 
think2s fhat has gone who where 

-a. [Ko, kiide, [rnisliS [Ce [e [otisül I, t, ]]]]]? 

:29) Czech: SCOPE-OP D *CHAN-EP )) OP-SPEC )) *TRACE" 

/ ;si mgsliS Ze budeme spat kde kdv ?/ 

b. [Kde, si myslib [iïcd~, fe  [buderne 
rspat 1, t, ?Il111 

c. [Si mysliS [ kde, kdv, 2e [budeme 
[spêt 4 r,?lllll 

Notice that the sub-optirnal(29b) is differentiated fkom the optimal (29a) only by 

an additional violation of *TRACE. This illustrates the fact that if two candidates fare 

equally well on al1 highly ranked consaaints. then the optimal one frequently be 

detennined by a lower ranked constraint. 

OP-SPEC 

d. [Kde, [kdv, [si mysli3 Le budeme 
lspEt t, t,11111 

'O Since the effects of SCOPE-OP are not felt in Bulgarian, it is not possible to tank it 
precisely with respect to other constraints. We do know, however, that it cannot be violated 
without OP-SPEC k ing  violated. (See Chapter 5. )  

*CHMY-EP 

** 

*CHA~-EP OP- 
SPEC 

*! 

" In a footnote. Rudin (1988: 455) reports that, according to Eva Eckert &&?si && si 
rn-vsslii a? budeme spat? (with extraction of more than one wh-element from a clause) is also 
possible in colloquial Czech. This would indicate that in colloquial Czech (as opposed to the 
standard language that Rudin discusses in the body of her article) *CHAIN-EP ties with instead of 
dominates OP-SPEC. (See discussion of tied constraints in Chapter 4.) 

=a. [Kde, [si mysliS [ie [budeme [spat t, 
kdv 11111" 

SCOPE- 
OP 

*TRACE 
E F L  rhink2s rhar wifL l p  sfeep where when 

**! 

"A native speaker of Czech who wishes to remain anonymous confimis tbat this is the 
correct word order. 

v 

* 

** 

* t 

** 

**! 

** 



3.3.6 Summary of constraint rankings in Bulgarian and Czech 

integrating the rankings given for Bulgarian and Czech in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 

with the ones given in 3.3 -5, we get the following rankings: 

Czech: {*MuLT-SPEC, SCOPE-OP) )) *CHA~N-EP )) OP-SPEC » *TRACE )) OB-HEAD 

Thus the difierences between Czech and Bulgarian in both simple and complex questions 

can be accounted for with a single constraint ranking in each ianguage. The difference 

between Bulgarian and Czec h simple questions can be accounted for by the re-ranking of 

OP-SPEC. *MULT-SPEC and OB-HEAD. The difference between Bulgarian and Czech 

complex questions can be accounted for by the re-ranking of OP-SPEC and 'CHAIN-EP. 

The constraints re-ranked with OP-SPEC to account for the difference in simple questions 

are different fiom the constraints re-ranked with OP-SPEC to account for the difference in 

compIex questions. but they are not in conflict, 



3.4 Toward a Typlogy of Wh-movement: Enmh,  Chinese, Czech and Bulgarian" 

The table in (30) sumrnarïzes my analysis so far:" 

1 Chinese 1 *TRACE )> {OP-SPEC, SCOPE-OP) 1 

Language 

English 

Crucial Constraint Rankings 

{ SCOPE-OP, OB-HEAD , *LEx-TRACE) )> FULL-INT )) *TRACE )) OP-SPEC 

The main difference between languages with singular wh-fionting, such English. 

and languages with wh-in-situ, such as Chinese, is that in English it is more important to 

satisQ SCOPE-OP (by ensuring that an extended projection over which an operator takes 

scope has an instance of that operator in its highest specifier position) than it is to mis@ 

*TRACE (by avoiding traces), while in Chinese it is more important to satisfi *TRACE 

than it is to satis@ SCOPE-OP. 

The main difference between languages with singular wh-fronting, such as 

English. and languages with multiple wh-fionting, such as Czech and Bulgarian, is that in 

English it is more important to satisfl *TRACE than it is to satisfj- OP-SPEC (by ensuring 

that every operator is in a specifier position from which it takes scope), while in 

Bulgarian and Czech it is more importar,t to satis& OP-SPEC than it is to satisQ *TRACE. 

The constraints OP-SPEC. SCOPE-OP and *TRACE cm be ranked in a total of six 

ways. which yield three possible patterns for wh-questions - singular wh-fionting, 

multiple wh-fronting and wh-in-siru. This is illustrated in the table in (3 1): 

Bulgarian 

Czec h 

'' For a rather different Optimality Theoretic account of wh-rnovement in these 
languages, see Ackema and Neeleman, 1998. A brief overview o f  their account is given in 
section 8.2, along with a discussion of how their analysis contrasts with the one  presented here. 

(OP-SPEC, OB-HEAD, FULL-[NT) )> (*CHAIPI-EP, *MULT-SPEC. *TRACE) 

{SCOPE-OP,*MULT-SPEC. FULL-INT) »*CHA~-EP D OP-SPEC ))*TRACE » 
OB-HEAD 

" 1 leave out %EX-TRACE where it appears to pattern with *TRACE. 



The ranking . . . 1 gives . . . 
SCOPE-OP )) *TRACE » OP-SPEC 1 singular wh-fionting (as in English) 

*TRACE )) SCOPE-OP » OP-SPEC 1 wh-in-situ (as in Chinese) 

Notice that the effect of SCOPE-OP is only felt when it is ranked above OP-SPEC 

and there is a cmcial constra.int (in this case *TRACE) which is ranked below SCOPE-OP 

but above OP-SPEC, and thus forces the violation of OP-SPEC but not SCOPE-OP. (See 

Chapter 5 for discussion of the implicational relationship between OP-SPEC and SCOPE- 

OP.) 

The differences between Bulgarian and Czech are twofold. First in Buigarian it is 

more important to satis@ OP-SPEC (by ensuring that every wh-element be in a specifier 

position from which it takes scope) und 05-HEAD (by ensuring that every projection hu a 

head) than it is to satis@ *MULT-SPEC (by not having more than one element in a 

specifier position). while in Czech it is more important to satis6 OP-SPEC and *MULT- 

SPEC than it is to satis@ OB-HEAD. Since either OB-HEAD or *MULT-SPEC must be 

violated in order to saiisQ the very highly ranked OP-SPEC. Bulgarian violates *MULT- 

SPEC by having more than one element in a single specifier position (thus obviating the 

need for multiple projections) and Czech violates OB-HEAD by having headless 

projections (thus obviating the need to have more than one element in a single specifier 

position). This accounts for the fact that clitics and adverbs may be inserted between 

fionted wh-elements in Czech but not in Bulgarîan: in Czech the wh-elements are in 

separate projections. while in Bulgarian they form a single constituent. 

The second difference between Bulgarian and Czech is that in Bulgarian it is 

more important to satisfy OP-SPEC than it is to satism *CHAM-EP (by avoiding having a 



chah cross the boundary of an extended projection) white in Czech it is more important 

to satisfy * C H A ~ - E P  than it is to satisfy OP-SPEC. This accounts for the fact that 

multiple wh-elements are extracted out of embedded clauses in Bulgarîan (in violation of 

*CH.A~X-EP) but not in Czech? 

3 See Chapter 7 a partial factoria1 typology involving OB-HEAD, *MULT-SPEC and 
*CH.L\~-EP.  



Cha~ter 4: O~tional wb-movement in Babine-Witsuwit'en 

In this chapter 1 discuss optionai wh-movement in Babine-Witsuwit'en. arguing 

that it can be accounted for by a tie between SCOPE-OP (which requires than an extended 

projection over which an operator takes scope have an instance of that operator in its 

highest specifier position) and *TRACE (which disallows traces). Since any interrogative 

clause will violate either SCOPE-OP or *TRACE, the gramrnar simply chooses one at 

random. 1 m e r  account for the behavior of wh-elements in complex questions by 

proposing that three-way optionality in the placement of the wh-elernent resdts fiom a 

four-way tie among SCOPE-OP. *TRACE. * c ~ w - E P  (which forbids having a chah  cross 

the boundary of an extended projection) and a fourth constra.int requiring that for a given 

operator. the specifier position of some projection containing that operator be filled by an 

instance of that type of operator. 

In section 4.1 1 briefly outline the facts of wh-movement in Babine-Witsuwit'en 

and how they relate to some of the constraints already discussed. In section 4.2 1 

introduce a consaaint (of a kind quite common in the literature on Optimality Theory and 

syntax) to formdly capture the fact that Babine-Witsuwit'en is a h e a d - f d  language. In 

section 4.3 1 discuss the challenge that optionality poses to both Minimalism and 

Optimality Theory. and give the 'global ordered' definition of a tie which appears to 

allow for an Optirnality Theoretic account of the Babine-Witsuwit'en data. Ln section 4.4 

1 give my anaiysis of optional wh-movement in simple questions in Babine-Witsuwit'en. 

and in section 4.5 1 extend my analysis to cover optional wh-movement in complex 

questions in Babine-Witsuwit'en. In section 4.6 1 discuss the problem that the Babine- 

Witsuwit'en data poses for alternative definitions of a tie, and conclude that the Babine- 

Witsuwit'en data consthtes evidence for the definition given in 4.3. in section 4.7 1 

summarize my andysis of optional wh-movement in Babine-Witsuwit'en. 

4.1 Babioe-Witsuwit'en: A Descriptive Overview 

Babine-Witsuwit'en. an Athapaskan language spoken in northem British 

Columbia, displays optionai singular wh-movement, as is shown in (32): 



(32) a. Lillian ndu ywikët? 

Lillian what 3s.bought.3~ 

. What did Lillian buy?' 

b. Ndu Lillian yunket? 

what Lillian 3s.bought.3~ 
(Denharn 1997: 62) 

Like English, Babine-Witsuwit0en dispiays singdar wh-movement? For this 

reason we can assume thatt as in English. SCOPE-OP (which states that an extended 

projection containing an operator must have an instance of that operator in its highest 

specifier position) is higher ranked than OP-SPEC (which states that an individual operator 

must to be in a specifier position fiom which it takes scope) . 
Unlike English, but like most Athapaskan languages, Babine-Witsuwit'en is 

head-final, as is shown in the trees in (33). This means that there is no linguistic material 

(such as a specifier) between the head of the projection containing the verb and the head 

of the projection containing the wh-element. Since there is no materiai that could 

potentially corne between the verb and its trace, it is not obvious whether the verb chain 

consists simply of the verb in the head of the verb phrase. as in (33a). or of a trace of the 

verb in the head of the verb phrase and the verb in the head of the next projection up, as 

in (33b). 

'' Although Denharn does not explicitly state that Babine-Witsuwit'en does not have 
multiple wh-movement, she does conmt  it with languages that do, saying that "A discussion of 
wh-movernent would not be complete without including some discussion of yet another type of 
laquage - those with movement of more than one wh-phrase" ( 1 3 7). 



Spec X' 
Ndu, A 

/ \ 
VP X 
A empty head 
/ \ 

Spec V' 
LiHian A 

/ \ 
, V 

yunkët? 

VPX 
A yunkët,? 
/ \ 

En other words, it is impossible to tell fiom the surface word order whether the 

projection containing the wh-element has a head. For this reason. it is not possible to 

determine the relative ranking of OB-HEAD fiom this data (although it may in principle be 

possible to determine it fiom data relating to other phenornena). The ranking of 

constraints provided here works regardless of the ranking of OB-HEAD. 

4.2 Head-Initial vs. Head-Final Languages 

In order to capme the fact that English is a head-initial language. Grimshaw 

( 1997:406-407) discusses a constraint requinng that projections be 'lefi' headed: 

HEAD-LFT: The head is lef'tmost in its projection. 

This constraint is highly ranked in English, consistently forcing the violation of a lower 

ranked constraint requiring the opposite - that heads be righaost in their projections: 

HEAD-RT: The head is rightmost in its projection. 

In head-final lmguages, such as Babine-Witsuwitten, HEAD-RT naturally dominates. and 

thus forces the violation of, HEAD-LFT. In this thesis, 1 make use of these constraints 



under slightly di fferent names": 

HEAD-1: (Head-Initial) The head is initial within its projection. 

HEAD-F: (Head-Final) The head is fmal within its projection. 

Thus far. I have not included HEAD-[ in the tableaux for head-initial languages - it 

appears to be undominated in any case. disdlowing othemise optimal structures such as 

*mat did rhe car on sir. However. for Babine-Witsuwit'en, which has a word order that 

will be unfamiliar to many readers of English, it seems felicitous to include HEAD-F in 

the tableaux. in order to make explicit why the more familiar word orders are disallowed. 

1.3 The Challenge of Optionality 

Babine-Witsuwit'en poses a challenge to the Optirnality Theoretic analysis of wh- 

questions developed above, in that wh-movement in Babine-Witsuwit'en is optional. 

Gereon Muller (1999: 3) gives the 'pre-theoretic' definition of optionality as "a situation 

in which different ways of saying what seems to be the same thing show a clear 

correspondence in fom? 

Müller points out that optionality could be dealt with in a relatively 

straightforward way under standard GE3 assumptions: the application of 'Move a' was 

optional. so long as applying it or not applying it would yield equally felicitous structures 

(Muller 1999: 1 ) Under Minimalist assumptions, however, optionality becomes 

problematic, since an element moves ifand only ifit rnust in order for its features to be 

checked (Müller. 1991 : 1 )- 

Denham (1 997) gets around this difficulty for Babine-Witsuwit'en by positing 

" The common narnes of these constraints reflect the fact that the languages in which 
most linguists write - English, French, German, etc- - are written h m  left to rigtit. That this is 
the case, however. was not foreordained, but is rather the result of historical contingency. 



optional inclusion of an 'interrogative7 C (marked [+wh])" in the numeration of a clause: 

if C is present in the numeration. it will 'attract' the wh-element to the specifier of CP: if 

C is not present, then no such attraction occurs and the wh-element remains in-situ 

(Denham, 1997:90-95). This is, however. costly fiom a theoretical point of view. in that 

it involves positing oprional selection of a nul1 element. According to Denharn 

(1 997: 157). neither 'interrogative' nor 'declarative' C is overtly manifested in the surface 

forms of the language. This would seem to involve a serious weakening of the concept of 

the -numeration'. which Chomsky (1995: 225) defines as a set of  lexical items with their 

indices. since in principle there woufd be no limit to the number of nul1 elements that 

could be posited as king  part of the lexicon of a language." 

Within Optimaiity Theory as well, optionality is problematic. since candidates 

having the same semantics are generally thought to belong to the same candidate set and 

thus compte with each other (Miiller 1999: 3 4 ;  Grimshaw 1999: 376). 'O One way 

around this is t o  argue that the optionality is only apparent, In other words. to argue that 

'* In Denham's account 'interrogative' C contrasts with 'declarative' C. which is 
marked [-wh]. 

'9 Note that there is a significant difference benveen the positing of  a nuIl C. as in 
Denham's account. and the positing o f  a nul1 operator, as in Grimshaw's account o f  'yesho' 
questions in English (Grimshaw, f 997:38O). This is because Denham's C has no effect 
whatsoever on the semantics o f  a sentence, while Grimshaw's nuIl operator changes a sentence 
fi-om a declarative to a 'ycsho' interrogative. Furthemore, Grimshaw's nul1 operator is nor 
optional: if a sentence is a 'yedno' interrogative, then the nuIl operator musr be present- 

'O Although optionality is problematic for both Minimalism and Optimality Theory, it is 
nonetheless quite cornmon cross-linguistically . Among the examples that Müller ( 1 999) gives 
for English are optional complementizer drop (1 rhink &John is a fool vs. I rhink John is a 
fool) and dative shifk (John gave a book ro M m  vs John gave M q  a book) (Muller, 1999: 1). 

Müller (1997; 1999) also discusses optional partial wh-rnovement in German. in which a 
wh-dement originating in an embedded clause may either appear in the specifiet position of the 
matrix clause or in the specifier position of the embedded clause with a scope marker inserted in 
the specifier of position of the matrix clause. 

McDaniel ( 1 989) descri bes a diatect of Romani spoken around Pristina, Kosovo. which 
has borh optional partial wh-movement and optional multiple wh-movement. 

An analysis of optionality in Geman and Kosovo Romani is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, but 1 assume that it can be accounted for with an analysis similar to  that presented here for 
Babine- W itsuwit7en. 



the '~different ways of saying what appears to be the same thing" are in fact ways of 

saying subtly different things. This means tfiat the apparently optional forms wi11 actually 

be in diflerent candidate sets, and thus not in cornpetition (Müller 1 999: 3-4). As Müller 

points out, the differences proposed are generally not relevant for detennining tmth 

conditions. Lnstead, they tend to involve subtie discourse hct ions  such as topic or focus. 

Nonetheless. any difference in meanuig, no matter how subtie, can be used to argue that 

the structures belong to different candidate sets. and thus don't compete at dl. 

Regarding optional wh-rnovement in Babine- Witsuwit'en. Denharn says that the 

sentences given in (32) not only have the same tmth values. "but the same discourse 

properties as well" (Denham 1997: 62). Further research may reveal hitherto undetected 

differences in the connotations of the sentences in (32). On the other hand, it may not. in 

this thesis, 1 assume that Denham is correct in stating that the sentences in (32) mean 

exact& the same thing. 1 assume, therefore, that the sentences in (32) do belong to the 

same candidate set. In order to account for the observed optionality, i propose that certain 

constraints are lied. 

Müller (1999: 5) discusses a number of different accounts of what a tie could 

rnean in Optimality Theory. including an "ordered global tie," of which he says that: 

The basic idea is that a constraint ranking that exhibits a tie of two 
constraints C, = C, is underspecified; it is an abbreviation that encodes the 
simultaneous presence of two hietarchies that exhibit the rankings C, )) C ,  
andC, nC, .  

This is. as far as 1 can tell, the only definition of a tie that allows for an Optimality 

Theoretic explanation for the facts of wh-fronting in Babine-Witsuwit'en. (For 

discussion of the data under other definitions of a tie, see section 4.6 below.) 

4.4 Simple whquestions in Babine-Witsuwit'en 

In order to account for optional wh-movernent in Babine-Witsuwit'en. 1 propose 

that SCOPE-OP (which requires that an extended projection containing an operator have an 

instance of that operator in its highest specifier position) and *TRACE (which disfavon 



traces) are tied. OP-SPEC (which requires that individual operators be in specifier 

positions fiom which they take scope) is lower ranked. This ranking is show in (33): 

(34) Babine-Witsuwit'en: SCOPE-OP 0 *TRACE D OP-SPK 

/Li 1 lian ndu yunkët?/ HEAD-F SCOPE-OP *TRACE OP-SPEC 
Lillian whut bougiir 

a. [Lillian r& yunkët] 
1 

b. p d u ,  Pillian r, Iyunkët]) * 

c .  mdu, [yunkët, pillian t, t, ]] *! I *ir 

If SCOPE-OP is ranked above *TRACE. then (34a) will be optimal, and if 'TRACE is ranked 

above SCOPE-OP. then (34b) will be optimal- In either case, the violation or satisfaction 

of the lower ranked OP-SPEC is irrelevant. 

1.5 Cornpiex wh-questions in Babine-Witsuwit'ea 

Complex questions in Babine-Witsuwit'en display a three-way optionality, with 

the wh-element able to appear in-siru or in the specifier position of either the matrix or 

the embedded clause, as is s h o w  in (35): 

a. George [Lillian ndïtnï booktah yik'iyelhdic] yilhni? 
George LilZian which book 3s. read(opt)3s 3s. told 3s 

b. George [ndïtnr booktah Lillian yik'iyelhdic] yihni? 
George which books Lillian 3s. read(opt)3s toZd 3s 

'Which books did 
George tell Lillian to 
read? ' 

c. Ndïtnï booktah George [Lillian yik'iyelhdic] yihni? 
which book George Laian 3s.read(opt)3s foZd 3s 

(Denham. p 69) 

Here 'which books' takes scope over the entire sentence. Remember that our 

definition of SCOPE-OP requires that the extended projection over which an operator 

takes scope must contain an instance of that operator in its highest specifier. This is the 

case in ( 35c) but not in (35b). So the question is why is (35b) among the optimal 



candidates? What advantage does (35b) have that the others do not? 1 propose that the 

answer lies in a four-way conjunctive tie among SCOPE-OP (which requires that an 

extended projection containing an operator have an instance of that operator in its highest 

specifier position). *TRACE (which disfavors traces), *CHAIN-EP (which States that a 

chah may not cross the boundary of an extended projection), and a novel consm.int 

which disfavors the presence of an operator without an instance of that operator in the 

specifier of some projection containing it: 

PROJ-OP: For a given operator. the specifier position of some projection containing that 
operator must be filled by an instance of that operator. 

As a putatively universal constra.int, PROJ-OP is present in ail the languages 

discussed so far (English, Chinese. Czech and Bulgarian). The reason it has no effect is 

that it patterns in each case with either OP-SPEC or SCOPE-OP. Any candidate which 

satisfies OP-SPEC (in general. any optimal candidate in languages with obligatory 

multiple wh-fionting)" or SCOPE-OP (in general, any optimal candidate in languages 

with obligatory wh-movement) aiso satisfies PROJ-OP. Any candidate which violates 

SCOPE-OP (which is any optimal candidate in languages with wh-in-situ) will also violate 

PROJ-OP. The only times the effects of PROI-OP will be observable in a lmguage are if 

PROJ-OP is higher ranked than either OP-SPEC or SCOPE-OP, #<th intervening constraints 

forcing the violation of OP-SPEC or SCOPE-OP but not PROJ-OP. or if PROJ-OP is tied with 

either OP- SPEC or SCOPE-OP." 

The tableau in (36) shows the ranking proposed here for Babine-Wisuwit'en. in 

which SCOPE-OP. PROJ-OP,* CHAIN-EP and *TRACE are tied: 

'' The one exception discussed in this thesis is the optimal candidate for a complex 
question in Czech, which does not display multiple wh-movement, and thus does not satisS, OP- 
SPEC. although Czech is in general a 'multiple wh-fionting' language. 

j2 Please see Chapter 5 below for a fürther explication o f  the relationships among OP- 
SPEC, SCOPE-OP and PROJ-OP. 



/[George [Li l iian nd'itnï booktah 
George LiIZian which book 

yik'iyel'eadic] yilhni]?/ 
3s. read(opt)3s 3s. told. 3s 

a. =[George [2illian nd'itnï 
booktah yik' iyelhdic] yilhnil? 

II * ' b. a- [George [ndïtnï booktah, [ * 
Lillian t, yik'iyelhdic]] yihni]? 1 

w * c . -JNdïtnï boo ktah, [George * 
[Lillian r, yik'iyelhdic] yihni]]? 

For a tie of x constraints. there are x! possible rankings of those constraints. 

However. since more than one ranking may result in a given candidate behg optimal. the 

actual set of optimai candidates is likely to be much smaller. 

In the case of a tie among four constraints, there will be 24 possible rankings. 

which in this case give a set of three possible optimal candidates. For any of the six 

rankings in which SCOPE-OP is dominant. (36c) will be optimal. For any of the six 

rankings in which *TRACE is dominant. (36a) will be optimal. Of the six rankings in 

which PROJ-OP is dominant. the two rankings in which SCOPE-OP ranks second give 

(36c) as optimal; the two rankings in which * CHAIN-EP ranks second give (36b); and the 

two rankings in which *TRACE ranks second give (36b) if * CHANEP ranks third and 

(36c) if SCOPE-OP ranks third. Of the six rankings in which * CHAIN-EP is dominan~the 

niio rankings in which PROJ-OP ranks second give (36b): the two rankings in which 

*TRACE ranks second give (36a); and the two rankings in which SCOPE-OP ranks second 

give (36a) if *TRACE comes third and (36b) if PROJ-OP comes third. This is shown 

schematically as follows: 

SCOPE-OP D . . . + ( 3 6 ~ )  

*TRACE )) . . . 4 (36a) 

PROJ-OP D SCOPE-OP )) . . . + ( 3 6 ~ )  

PROJ-OP )> * CHAIN-EP D . . . 4 (36b) 



PROJ-OP )) *TRACE )) SCOPE-OP )) * CHARJ-EP 4 ( 3 6 ~ )  

PROJ-OP )) *TRACE )) * CHAIN-EP D SCOPE-OP + (36b) 

* CI-L~~N-EP )) PROI-OP )). . . + (36b) 

* CHAIPI-EP )) *TRACE )> . . . -3 (36a) 

* Cwm-EP )) SCOPE-OP » *TRACE )) PROJ-OP '3 (36a) 

* CHAN-EP )) SCOPE-OP D PROJ-OP )) *TRACE + (36b) 

Notice that when * CHAIN-EP is dominant the optimal candidate is determined 

by the relative ranking of PROJ-OP and *TRACE - SCOPE-OP is irrelevant, since it can not 

be satisfied without violating the higher ranked CHAIN-EP. Likewise. when PROJ-OP is 

dominant the optimal candidate is decided by the relative ranking of SCOPE-OP and 

* CHAN-EP - *TRACE is irrelevant, since it can not be satisfied wkhout violating the 

higher ranked PROJ-OP. 

1.6 The Babine-Witsuwit'en Data under Other Definitions of a Tie 

Many definitions of a 'tie' have been proposed within Optimality Theory. Miil ler 

( 19995) divides them into two main groups: 'global' ties. which "cm be viewed as abbreviations 

for multiple constraint rankings CO-existing in a single language"; and 'local' ties. which "cm be 

viewed as special constraint types." The definition of a tie given in section 4.3 above is a 

-globalm tie. Müller also discusses several types of -local' tie. One of these is a 'conjunctive 

local' tie. in which 

The two [or more] constraints are merged into a single constraint that is 
interpreted via logical conjunction: A candidate violates a tie if it violates a 
constraint that is part of this tie, and multiple violations add up. 
(Müller: 1999: 6) 

Another type of local tie discussed by Müller is what he calls an -ordered local 

tie.' This is Pesetsky's (1998) proposal that 'rhe output of a set of tied constraints is the 

union of the output of every possible ranking of those constraints" (Pesetsky, 1998:348; 

Müller. 19995). Note that this contrasts with the 'ordered globalt version of  a tie given 

in section 4.3. in wvhich the output of the entire set of constraints is the union of the 

output of every possible ranking of the ried constraints. 

Schematically, the three versions of a tie can be represented as the following 



(adapted from Müller, 1999): 

What both the 'local' versions of a 'tic. have in conunon is that, for optionality to 

be maintained. there can nor be even a single constraint t h t  diflerentiates behveen rhe 

tied candidates (Müller 1999:4-8). This is because. in Optimality ïheory. if more than 

one candidate fares equally well on al1 highly ranked constraints. then a lower ranked 

constraint will adjudicate among them. In the case of optional wh-fionting in Babine- 

Witsuwit'en. OP-SPEC. dthough low ranked, nonetheless acts as a spoiler. causing (34b) 

alone to be optimal if SCOPE-OP and *TRACE are tied, The same situation occurs in 

complex questions. with OP-SPEC selecting (36c) as the only optimal candidate. The 

Babine-Witsuwit'en data thus may be seen as constituting evidence for the 'global 

ordered' definition of a tie given in section 4.4, and against both the 'ordered local' and 

'conjunctive local' definitions." 

Ordered Global Tie 

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter. 1 have proposed the following ranking for Babine-Witsu~it'en~~: 

Babine-Witsuwit'en: SCOPE-OP 0 PROJ-OP O* CHAIN-EP 0 *TRACE )) OP-SPEC 

Conjunctive Local Tie 

Under this analysis, optional wh-fionting in simple questions in Babine- 

Witsuwit'en cm be accounted for by a tie between two constmints: SCOPE-OP (which 

Ordered Local Tie 

- - 
'' For a discussion of  the advantages and disadvantages of various definitions of a 'tie' in 

Optimality Theoretic syntax, please see Müller (1999). 

j4 A hl1 ranking for Sabine-Witsuwit'en of the constraints discussed so far would be 
{HEAD-F. *INTER) M SCOPE-OP 0 PROJ-OP 0 CHAIN-EP 0 *TRACE » (OP-SPEC, HEAD-[). 



requires that an extended projection over which an operator takes scope contain an 

instance of that operator in its highest specifier), and *TRACE (which disallows traces). 

Optional wh-fionting in complex questions - in which the wh-element can be fronted in 

the matrix clause. fronted in the subordinate clause, or left in-situ - is accounted for by a 

tie among four constraints - SCOPE-OP. *TRACE, CHAIN-EP (which states that a chah 

may not cross the boundary of an extended projection) and PROJ-OP ( which states that 

for a given type of operator, the specifier position of some projection containing that 

operator must be filled by an instance of that operator). 

Of the constraints used in this account, PROJ-OP is the only one which is not 

independently motivated in my account of the languages discussed above. This may 

reflect the fact that the situation in Babine-Witsuwit'en, in which a wh-element may 

appear fronted in a clause other rhan the one over which if taks scope, is very unusual 

cross-Iinguistically. My proposai in this thesis is that PROJ-OP is present in the universai 

set of constraints, but that in the languages discussed above, its effects are subsumed by 

those of constraints such as OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP. (See Chapter 5 below.) 

The account of the Babine-Witsuwit'en data given here crucially relies on what 

Müller calls a 'global ordered' version of a tie among constraints: other versions do not 

work with the constraints posited here. 



By now it should be clear that there is a strong implicational relationship between 

certain of the constraints discussed above. The most obvious is the one between *TRACE 

and *LEx-TRACE: if *TRACE is satisfied by a given candidate. then so is *LEx-TRACE. 

and (by contraposition) if *LEx-TRACE is violated by a given candidate. then so is 

*TRACE. SymboIically, this can be represented as the following: 

Thus there are only two circumstances in which the effects of *LEx-TRACE will be felt: 

when it is ranked above *TRACE with some constraint ranked between them which 

forces the violation of *TRACE (as is the case in English with FULL-INT) and 

(hypothetically) when *LEx-TRACE is ried with *TRACE and another constraint which 

forces the violation of *TRACE. 

The same relationship holds between OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP. and between 

SCOPE-OP and PROJ-OP (and thus by hypothetical syllogism between OP-SPEC and PROJ- 

OP). If a candidate satisfies OP-SPEC, then it will satisfy SCOPE-OP, and if it satisfies 

SCOPE-OP. then it will satisfy PROJ-OP- Conversely. if a candidate violates PROJ-OP. 

then it will violate SCOPE-OP. and if it violates SCOPE-OP, then it will violate OP-SPEC. 

Symbolically. this can be represented as the following: 

How this works can be seen by comparing Bulgarian and Czech and Babine- 

Witsuwit'en. In Bulgarian. OP-SPEC is undominated. so the effects of SCOPE-OP are not 

felt independently of the effects of OP-SPEC. In Czech, SCOPE-OP ranks above OP-SPEC 

with * CHAN-EP ranked between them, with the result that the effects of SCOPE-OP are 

felt independently of the effects of OP-SPEC whenever CHAIN-EP forces the violation of 



OP-SPEC. In Babine-Witsuwit'en, SCOPE-OP is tied 4th PROJ-OP. * CHAN-EP and 

*TRACE. so if the grammar violates SCOPE-OP and *TRACE but avoids violating PROJ-OP 

and * C HAN-EP. then the effects of PROJ-OP will be felt independently of the effects of 

SCOPE-OP. 

This can be generalized to the following: if the consequent ranks above the 

antecedent with a constraint ranked between them which forces the violation of the 

antecedent, or if the consequent and the antecedent are tied with a constraint which forces 

the violation of the antecedent. then the effects of the consequent will be felt 

independently of the effects of the antecedent. 

This has irnptications for the learning of constraints: if the language leaming 

mechanism ascertains that the antecedent of an implication is unviolated in a given 

situation. then it can conclude that the consequent is unviolated also. Conversely. if the 

language learning mechanism ascertains that the consequent of an implication is violated 

in a given situation, it can conclude that the antecedent is violated also. For example. 

once a learner of Chinese concludes that *TRACE is never violated, he or she can safely 

conclude that *LEx-TRACE is never violated. Taken together, implicational relationships 

among rnembers of the set of universal constraints may well reduce considerably the 

complexity of the learning process. 



5 
In this chapter, 1 summarize the constraints posited in this thesis (6.1) and the 

lanepage-particular rankings proposed for them (6.2). 

6.1 The Constraints 

In this thesis. 1 have proposed that the behavior of wh-elements in English. 

Chinese. Bulgarian. Czech and Babine-Witsuwit'en can be accounted for by the following 

constraints. each of  which represents a formalization of a universal tendency in language 

(See Chapter I )." 

OP-SPEC: A syntactic operator (e.g. a wh-expression) must be in a specifier position 

which allows it to c-command everything within its scope. 

SCOPE-OP: The highest specifier of an extended projection over which an operator takes 

scope must contaîn a marker of that scope in the form of an instance of that operator. 

PROJ-OP: For a given type of operator. the specifier position of some projection 

containing that operator must be filled by an instance of that type of operator. 

OB-HEAD: A projection m u t  have a head. 

*MULT-SPEC: More than one constituent in a specifier position is disallowed. 

* CHAIN-EP: A c h a h  may not cross the b o u n d q  of an extended projection. 

'' OP-SPEC, OB-HEAD and FULL-[NT are borrowed directly fiom Grimshaw, 1997. 
*TRACE and *LEx-TRACE are re-castings of Grimshaw's (1997) STAY and *NO-LEX-Mm. SEO- 
HD is a re-casting of one part of Grimshaw's PURE-EP. SCOPE-OP, PROJ-OP, *MULT-SPEC and 
*CHAW-EP are of my own devising. (Although *CHAIN-EP bars a resemblance to Legendre et 
al.'s MINLM family of constrants (1995: 9), its ernpirical consequences are quite different.) 



*TRACE: Traces are disallowed. 

1 have also incorporated into rny analysis Grimshaw's (1 997) account of do-support and 

the lack of verb movement in embedded question in English. using the following 

constraints: 

*LEx-TRACE: Traces of lexical elements are disallowed. 

FULL-IST: The lexical conceptuai structure of an element must be parsed. 

* SUB--HD: The highest head of a subordinate exrended projection may not be the head of 

a chain. 

in addition. 1 have proposed the following constraints which are not directly 

involved in the .poIogy of wh-questions. but which must be invoked to give a 

satisfactory account of the data? 

*INTER: Material may not be inserted between elements occupying a single structurai 
position- 

HEAD-1: (Head-Initiai) The head is initial within its projection. 

HEAD-F: (Head-Final) The head is final within its projection. 

6.2 The Rankings 

The following are complete rankings of these constraints for the languages discussed in 

this thesis. Where the implicational relationship between two constraints results in a 

constraint k ing  unrankable in principle and irrelevant in any case. this is noted. 

Crucialiy ranked constraints - that is, those that have a direct impact on the behavior of 

jb  HEAD-1 and HEAD-F are re-castings of constraints discussed in Grimshaw ( 1997), 
while *INTER is of my own devising. 



wh-elements - are given in bold. 

English: *WB-HD D  HEA AD^. *INTER SCOPE-OP,*LEX-TRACE. OB-HEAD, ) )) FULL-[NT 
>> *TRICE » {* CHAIN-EP, OP-SPEC. HEAD-F) 

SUB-HD, *LEx-TRACE and FULL-INT effect the behavior of the verb in matrix and 

subordinate questions. and are not relevant to the behavior of wh-elements per se. The 

fact that SCOPE-OP is undominated indicates that PROJ-OP is never violated. since 

SCOPE-OP implies PROJ-OP. It is not possible to rank *MULT-~PEC in English. since 

multiple wh-fionting is niled out in any case. 

Chinese: (*INTER, HEAD-1, *TRACE} D {OP-SPEC, SCOPE-OP, PROJ-OP, HEAD-F) 

I do not have rankings for FULL-NT, OB-HEAD or *MULT-SPEC in Chinese. Rankings for 

*Sua-HD and * CHAM-EP may be in principle impossible to obtain, owing to the hi& 

ranking of *TRACE. which disallows traces (and thus chains) of any kind. That *TRACE is 

undominated indicates that *LEX -TRACE is unviolated. since *TRACE hpl ies  *LEX - 
TRACE. 

Bulgarian: {HEAD-1. *INTER, OP-SPEC, OB-HEAD, FULL-INT} )) {"MuLT-SPEC, 
* CHAIN-EP, *LEx-TRACE, *TRACE, HEAD-F] 

The low ranking of *Lw-TRACE reflects the fact that the lexical verb rnoves in 

Bulgarian. 1 do not have a ranking for *SUB-HD. That OP-SPEC is undominated indicates 

that both SCOPE-OP and PROJ-OP are unviolated, since OP-SPEC irnplies SCOPE-OP and 

PROJ-OP. 

Czech: {HEAD-1, *INTER, *MULT-SPEC, SCOPE-OP) )) * CHAIN-EP )) OP-SPEC » 
*TRACE )) {OB-HEAD, HEAD-F) 
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I do not have a ranking for *Sm-HD or for *LEx-TRACE in ~zech." That SCOPE-OP is 

undominated indicates that PROJ-OP is unviolated, since SCOPE-OP Unplies PROJ-OP. 

Babine- Witsuwir 'en: {HEAD-F. *MER) )) SCOPE-OP 0 PROJ-OP 0 * CHAIN-EP 0 
*TRACE D (OP-SPEC, HEAD-1) 

1 do not have a ranking for *Sm-HD,  *LEx-TRACE, OB-HEAD or FULL-INT in Babine- 

Witsuwit'en. It is not possible to rank *MULT-SPEC in Babine-Witsuwit'en, since 

multiple wh-fronting is d e d  out in any case. 

"It is possible that it is not *TRACE that dominates (and thus forces the violation of) OB- 
HEAD, but rather a combination of %EX-TRACE and FULL-INT. I Ieave this matter to tiirther 
study. 



Chapter 7: Towards a Factorial Tvwlow of Wh-auations3' 

A Ml  factoriai typology of the consnaints posited here is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. However, a partial typoiogy of a limited set of constraints (*TRACE, OP-SPEC, 

SCOPE-OP, *MLTLT-SPEC, OB-HEAD,*C~~~ZN-EP and PROJ-OP) shows that possible 

rankings of these constraints predict a nurnber of language types that are not (as far as 1 

know) attested.j9 

Grimshaw (1997:404) points out that "it is not smctly speaking possible to 

determine the effects of alternative rankings of constraints without knowing what al1 the 

constraints of UG are." in other words, it may be that high rankings of constraints not 

posited in this thesis disallow some of the language types predicted by re-ranking the 

constraints discussed. Nonetheless, the following partial factorial typology at the very 

least indicates possible directions for m e r  research. 

Re-ranking of *TRACE, OP-SPEC. SCOPE-OP. OB-HEAD, *MLJJT-SPEC, PROJ-OP 

and *CHAN-EP will give 7! or 5040 different rankings. Fortunately, these rankings taken 

together predict far fewer language types. In section 7.1 1 give a factoriai typlogy of the 

core constraints discussed in this thesis - OP-SPEC, SCOPE-OP and *TRACE. in section 

7.2 1 discuss the typologicai effects of adding *MULT-SPEC and OB-HEAD to the 

constraints discussed in section 7.1. In section 7.3 1 discuss the effects of adding 

*CHAN-EP. and in section 7.4 I discuss the effects of adding PROJ-OP. In section 7.5.1 

discuss the typological implications of tied constraints. 

7.1 Re-ranking OP-SPEC, SCOPEIOP and *TRACE 

The constraints OP-SPEC, SCOPE-OP and *TRACE can be ranked in a total of six 

ways. which yield three possible patterns for wh-questions - singular wh-fronting, 

j8 1 am p t e f u l  to Ewa Czaykowska for encouraging me to develop this factorial 
typology, which has helped me to clari@ and sirnplifi. my analysis. 

39 Of course, just because a language type is not attested does not mean that it does not 
exist. since the process by which any lanwage survives and cornes to the attention of theoretical 
linguistics is clearly contingent on extra-linguistic factors. For this reason, our knowledge of the 
typology of language will always be partial. 



multiple wh-fionting and wh-in-siru (see Chapter 3 above). This was illustrated in the 

table in (3 l) ,  repeated in a slightly modified form in (37): 

The ranking . . . predicts a language in which . .. 
a) SCOPE-OP >r *TRACE » OP-SPEC 

1 e) *TRACE » SCOPE-OP » OP-SPEC 1 wh-elements occur in-situ, as in Chinese and 

J 

singular wh-elements fiont, as in English and 
(optionally) in Babine-Witsuwiten 

c) OP-SPEC » *TRACE » SCOPE-OP 
multiple wh-elements fiont, as in Czech and 
Bulg,an 

7.2 Adding OB-HEAD and *MUT-SPEC 

In multiple wh-questions the hi& ranking of OP-SPEC forces the violation of 

L 

f) *TRACE )) OP-SPEC )) SCOPE-OP 

either OB-HEAD or *MULT-SPEC (see section 3.3.5).M If we take the subset of rankings in 

(37) in which OP-SPEC dominates *TRACE (Le., the rankings that predict multiple wh- 

fionting) and rank OP-SPEC with *MULT-SPEC and OB-HEAD we get the rankings in (38): 

( 3  8) 

(optionally) in Babine-Witsuwit'en 

For languages in which OP-SPEC 
dominates *TRACE, the ranking . . . 

40 Satisfaction o f  OP-SPEC does not necessarily force the violation of OB-HEAD in 
singular whquestions because (assuming that OB-HEAD dominates *TRACE and either *LEX- 
TRACE or FULL-[NT') the verb can move to provide a head for the projection associated with the 
scope-taking specifier position. *MULT-SPEC is automatically satisfied in singular whquestions, 
since there is oniy one operator that must satisQ OP-SPEC by king in the specifier position fiom 
which it takes scope. 

predicts a language in which . . . 

a) * MULT-SPEC D OB-HEAD )) OP-SPEC 

b) OB-HEAD D *MULT-SPEC )) OP-SPEC 

there is no multiple wh-fkonting 



c) OB-HEAD )) OP-SPEC )) *MULT-SPEC multiple wh-elements cluster in the 
specifier position from which they take 

d) OP-SPEC )) OB-HEAD )) *MULT-SPEC 

1 e) OP-SPEC D *MLKT-SPEC )) OB-HEAD ( multiple wh-elernent occupy the 

Notice that the effect of ranking (3 8a) and (3 8b) is non-distinct fiom the effect of ranking 

(37a) in section 7.1. In other words. if both OB-HEAD and *MULT-SPEC rank above OP- 

SPEC, then it does not matter where *TRACE ranks in relation to OP-SPK, since multiple 

wh-fronting is disallowed in any case. 

f) *MULT-SPEC )) OP-SPEC )) OB-HEAD 

7.3 Adding *CHAIN-EP 

If we take the subset of the rankings in (38) in which *TRACE and *MULT-SPEC andlor 

OB-HEAD are ranked below OP-SPEC (Le.. the rankings that predict multiple wh-fionting 

in simple questions) and rank OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP with *CHAN-EP. we get the 

rankings in (40): 

(30) 

specifiers of separate. headless projections 

I For languages with multiple wh-fionting predicts a language with . . . 
in simple questions. the ranking . . . 1 

I singular wh-fionting out of embedded 
clauses, as in Czech 

b) OP-SPEC D *CHAIN-EP )) SCOPE-OP 

c) SCOPE-OP )) OP-SPEC )) CHAIN-EP 

multiple wh-fronting out of embedded 
clauses, as in Bulgarian 

If we take the subset of the rankings in (38) in which *TRACE is ranked above OP- 

SPEC but below SCOPE-OP (i.e., the rankings that predict singular wh-fkonting) and rank 

e) *CHAIN-EP )) OP-SPEC 1) SCOPE-OP 

f) *CHAM-EP )) SCOPE-OP )) OP-SPEC 

no wh-fionting at al1 out of embedded 
clauses, as in ?? 



SCOPE-OP with 'CHAIN-EP, we get the rankings in (41)'": 

(41 

For languages with singuiar wh- 
fionting in simple questions, the 
ranking . . . 

1 a) SCOPE-OP » *CHAIN-EP 1 singuiar wh-fkonting out of embedded clauses 1 
1 b) *CHAN-EP » SCOPEOP 1 no wh-hnting out of embedded clauses 1 

Notice that rankings (40e) and (400 predict a language 4 t h  multiple wh-fionting 

in simple questions, but no wh-fionting at al1 out of embedded ciauses, and the rankig in 

(4 1 b) predicts a language with singular wh-fronting in simple questions. but no wh- 

fionting out of embedded clauses. I do not know of such languages. and leave the matter 

to further research. Notice also that the constraints discussed here also predict the non- 

existence of a language with multiple wh-fionting out of embedded clauses but not within 

simple questions. As far as 1 know, this is empirically correct. 

*CHAIN-EP also has interesthg spologïcal consequences when it interacts with 

OP-SPEC. *MULT-SPEC and OB-HEAD. consequences that only show up when either 

*MCXT-SPEC or OB-HEAD is ranked below OP-SPEC (i.e., with rankings that predict 

multiple wh-fronting in simple questions). The relevant rankings are shown in the table 

in (42): 

'' The ranking of OP-SPEC is not relevant, since its violation is forced by *TRACE in any 
case. 



in languages with multiple wh-fionting in 
simple questions, the ranking . . . 

predicts a Ianguage in which. - . 

fionted wh-elements cluster in the single 
specifier position of a clause headed by a 
moved verb 

multiple wh-elements fiont out of both 
simple questions and the embedded 
clauses of complex questions 

fionted wh-elements each occupy the 
specifier position of a separate headless 
projection. 

multiple wh-elements fiont out of both 
simple questions and the embedded 
clauses of cornplex questions 

multiple wh-elements fiont in a simple 
sentence, each occupying the specifier of 
a separate headless projection 

ody one wh-element fionts out of an 
em bedded clause. 

multiple wh-elements cluster in the 
specifier position of a clause headed by a 
moved verb. 

only one wh-element may be fionted out 
of an embedded clause. 

The ranking in (42a) predicts the pattern found in Bulgarian, and the ranking in 

(42c) predicts the ranking found in Czech. The ranking in (42b) predicts a language in 

which multiple wh-elements occupy the specifier positions of separate headless 

projections (as in Czech), but multiple wh-elements are fronted out of an embedded 

'"The ranking of SCOPE-OP is not relevant here or in the ranking given in (b), because 
OP-SPX is undominated. 



clause (as in Bulgarian), and the ranking in (42d) predicts a language in which multiple 

wh-elements cluster in the same specifier position (as in Bulgarian), but only one wh- 

element is fionted out of an embedded clause (as in Czech) 

I do not know of any languages in which the rankings predicted by (42b) and 

(42d) are attested. Rudin (1988: 478) argues that havïng multiply filled specifiers and 

having multiple extraction out of an embedded clause pattern together, because 

- Subjacency' requires intermediate traces in the specifier position of an embedded clause. 

and if mdtiply fitled specifiers are âisallowed, then only one trace cm occupy that 

position. Unfortunately. this solution is not possible within the analysis presented here. 

since if multiple wh-elements can occupy the specifiers of separate headless projections 

in simple questions (as 1 propose that they do in Czech) there is no reason why their 

traces should not do the same in the embedded clauses of complex questions. Detailed 

consideration of this matter is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

7.1 Adding PROJ-OP 

PROJ-OP has an effect on the predictions made by a ranking ifand only if there is 

a constraint ranked above both OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP which forces the violation of OP- 

SPEC and SCOPE-OP but not PROJ-OP (see chapter 5 above). As far as 1 can tell. the only 

constraint discussed in this thesis that requires the violation of OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP 

but not PROJ-OP is *CHAM-EP. Since any candidate that violates OP-SPEC will also 

violate SCOPE-OP. it is possible to clump SCOPE-OP and OP-SPEC together in the rankings 

given in the table in (43): 



For language with singular/multiple wh-fronting 
in simple questions, the ranking . . . 

predicts a language in which . . . 

a) PROJ-OP >) *CHAIN-EP >) SCOPE-OPIOP-SPEC 

b) *CHAIN-EP )> SCOPE-OP/OP-SPEC )) PROJ-OP 

- - 

1 d) SCOPE-OP/OP-SEC » *CHAN-EP » PROJ-OP 1 whatever situation obtains for 

a single wh-elementfi.onts within 
the ernbedded clause, while the 
rea  remain i ~ i t u  (regardless of 

' 

c) *CHAm-EP )) PROJ-OP >) SCOPE-OPIOP-SPEC 
the situation that obtains in simple 
questions). 

The pattern predicted by (43a), (43b) and (43c) CO-exists with singular wh-movement and 

wh-in-situ in Babine-Witsuwit'en. However, 1 do not know of any languages that have 

multiple wh-fionting in simple clauses. but singular wh-fkonting to the specifier of the 

embedded clause of a complex question. The pattern predicted by (43d). (43e) and (439 

occurs in English (with singular wh-fronting in both simple and complex questions) and 

Bulgarian (with multiple wh-fronting in both simple and complex questions). 

I 
e) SCOPE-OP/OP-SPEC » PROJ-OP » CHAM-EP 

7.5 Further Optionality 

In additions to the patterns predicted by the rankings given in sections 7.1-7.4. the 

analysis presented in this thesis also appears to predict numerous instances of the son of 

optionality found in Babine-Witsuwit'en. For instance, there could in principle exist a 

language in which *MI~LT-SPEC and OB-HEAD were tied: in such a language multiple wh- 

elements could either cluster in a single specifier position of a clause headed by a moved 

verb or occupy the specifier positions of multiple headless projections. 

The fact is that although optionality in wh-movement exists, and thus must be 

accounted for in any theory. it is nonetheless rare. and the analysis outlined here has 

nothing to say about why this is the case. Müller (1997:279) speculates that %es are 

always marked options (perhaps arising only in the course of language change), and that 

simple questions dso holds for 
cornplex 



languaps strive to (re-) establish a fxed order between two constraints in the long run-" 

Thus one might speculate, for instance, that optionality in Babine-Witsuwit'en represenü 

a way-station in a transition fiom wh-fionting to wh-in-siru or vice versa 



Cha~ter 8: Com~arisons with Other O~timality Theoretic Accounts of Wb-fronting 

In this chapter. 1 compare the account of whquestions presented here with others 

that have k e n  but forward within the general framework of Optimality Theory. in 

section 8.1 1 compare my account to the one given in Grimshaw (1997): in section 8.2 1 

compare my account to the one given in Ackema and Neeleman (1 999); in section 8.3 I 

compare my account to the one given in Müller (1997); and in section 8.4 1 compare my 

account to the one given in Legendre, Wilson. Smolensky. Home and Raymond (1993). 

8.1 Grimshsw 

The analysis presented in this thesis is for the most part compatible with the 

analysis presented in Grimshaw (1997)." The major difference is that. in addition to 

Grirnshaw's OP-SPEC (which requires that a wh-element be in a specifier position which 

allows it to c-command everything within its %ope), I posit SCOPE-OP (which requires 

that an extended projection over which an operator takes scope contain an instance of that 

operator in its highest specifier position ). %le OP-SPEC can be seen as corresponding 

to 'Greed' in the Minimalist Program, SCOPE-OP can be seen as corresponding to 'Attract 

F.' Picking up on Denham's (1997) argument that 'Attract F' is necessary to account for 

the Babine-Witsuwit'en data while 'Greed' is necessary to account for the Bulgarian 

datai*. 1 suggest that having *TRACE ranked below SCOPE-OP but above OP-SPEC 

accounts for languages with singular wh-movemen~ while having OP-SPEC ranked above 

*TRACE accounts for languages with multiple wh-movement. 

Another important difference between Grimshaw's analysis and my own is that. 

while Grimshaw's constraints are formaily assessed at s-structure. constraint names such 

as 'STAY' and '*NO-LEX-MVT' soiuid as if they are to be assessed on derivations. In rny 

'' For an overview of the analysis given in Gnmshaw (1997) please see sections 2.1-2.6. 

JJ As noted above, Denham's analysis is framed withing the Minimalist Program, and as 
such is quite different fiom mine (see section 4.3). Nonetheless, once 1 had identified 
Grimshaw's OP-SPEC with Denham's 'Greed,' it was obvious that. in order to account for 
singu iar wh-movement, there should be an Optimality Theoretic constraint corresponding to 
'Attract F'. 



analysis, constraints refer to a single level of representation, which is explicitly posited to 

be the only level of representation. 

Finally, Grimshaw does not address languages with multiple wh-fionting (such as 

Czech and Bulgarian) or optional wh-fionting (such as Babine-Witsuwit'en). Aside fiom 

SCOPE-OP. al1 of the novel constraints that 1 have posited here relate to these phenomena. 

8.2 Ackema and Neeleman 

Ackema and Neeleman (1 998) propose an account of the 'ypolog~ of wh-eiernents 

that is explicitly derivational. with constraints appiyîng at a specific level of 

representation and not at others (450). Aside fiom this, the most obvious difference 

between their analysis and mine is that they regard OB-HEAD as inviolable (i.e. as part of 

GEN) (445). The violable constrauits that they propose are: Q-SCOPE. which requires 

that [+QI elements c-command the constituent corresponding to the proposition (447); Q- 

MARKING. which requires that, in a question, a [+QI feature be assigned to the 

constituent corresponding to the proposition (447); and STAY. which requires that 

elements not move. 

According to Ackema and Neeleman. the behavior of wh-elements in Engiish. 

Chinese. Bulgarian and Czech c m  be accounted for by the rankings in (44): 

(44) 

Language 

English 

Chinese 

In English. Q-MARKING dominates STAY. so one wh-element fronts but, since 

STAY dominates Q-SCOPE (and Q-MARKING is satisfied by one instance of movement) 

any additional wh-eiements remain in-situ. in Chinese, STAY is undominated, so wh- 

elements remain in situ. in Bulgarian, both Q-MARKING and Q-SCOPE dominate STAY. 

Constraint Rankings in Ackema and Neeleman's Anaiysis 

Q - M A ~ G  )) STAY )) Q-SCOPE (452) 

STAY D {Q-MARKING. Q-SCOPE) ( 468) 

Bulgarian 

Czech 

Q-MARKWG )) Q-SCOPE D STAY (454) 

Q-SCOPE )) STAY D Q-MARKING (463) 



so al1 wh-elements fiont, clustenng in the specifier position of CP. In Czech, STAY 

dominates Q - M A ~ G .  so it is more important to minirnize violations of STAY than it is 

to satis@ Q-MARKING. 

My analysis has some obvious similarities to Ackema and Neeleman's, but also 

some important differences. The effects of Ackema and Neelernan's Q-MARKING (which 

requires that. in a question. a [+QI feature be assigned to the constituent corresponding to 

the proposition) are obviously similar to my SCOPE-OP (which requires that an extended 

projection containing an operator contain an instance of that operator in its highest 

specifier position); the effects of STAY (which requires that elements do not move) are 

likewise similar to the efTects of *TRACE (which diçallows traces); and the effects of Q- 

SCOPE (which requires that [+QI elements ctommand the constituent corresponding to 

the proposition) are similar to the effects of OP-SPEC. Closer inspection however. shows 

that Q-MARKING and STAY are quite different fiom SCOPE-OP and *TRACE. and have 

different empirical consequences. 

Q-MARKWG differs fiom SCOPE-OP in that SCOPE-OP requires simply that an 

operator be in a specifier position fiom which it takes scope, while 'Q-Marking' occurs 

via --the general mechanism of spec-head agreement." by which a wh-element in a 

specifier position trmsfen its [+QI feature to the head of its projection. which then -Q- 

Marks' its comptements (446). Thus Q-MARKING. unlike SCOPE. requires that a wh- 

element be in the specifier position of a projection that has a head. (Note that Q- 

MARKNG is violated in Czech. whereas SCOPE-OP is not.) 

Ackema and Neeleman's version of STAY differs fkom *TRACE (and from 

Grimshaw's version of STAY) in that *TRACE incurs exactly one violation for each trace 

that occurs, while Ackema and Neelemads STAY incm more violations the longer the 

distance between links in the chah created by movement (448)." The empincal 

' *~ckema  and Neeleman's STAY incun a violation for each node in the path between two 
links in a chain, with number of  links k i n g  calculated as "the (total) cardinality of the path(s) 
that connect the head o f  the chain and the foot o f  the chain, such that there are no paths that 
connect the head and the f m t  with a lower cardinality." They furthet "assume that, in 
calculating the cardinaiity of a path, segments o f  a single category count only once" (448). 



consequences of *TRACE and STAY are also quite different. 

In Ackema and Neeleman's analysis, it is the difference in the ranking of STAY 

which accounts for the obsewed differences in the structures o f  simple questions in 

Bulgarian and Czech. This is because having wh-elements adjoined to VP incurs fewer 

violations of Ackema and Neeleman's STAY than having them move to the specifier of a 

functional phrase projected over VP. Since STAY dominates Q-MARKING in Czech. the 

wh-elements adjoin to the VP. This is why. according to Ackema and Neeleman, the 

verb does not move in Czech - there is nothing to be gained by it because there is no 

wh-element in a specifier position fiom which it can 'Q-Mark' the verb. 

In Bulgarian, on the other hand, STAY ranks below Q-MARKCNG, which means 

that there must be a wh-element in the specifier position of the functional element that 

takes the proposition as its complement. Only one wh-element in the specifier position is 

necessary for Q-Marking, but adjoining any additional wh-elements to the verb would 

interfere with Q-Marking, since then there would be material intervening between the wh- 

element in the specifier position and the head of the functionai projection to which it must 

transfer its [+QI feature. The moved wh-elements cluster together in a single specifier 

position because, according to Ackema and Neeleman, the structure in which one wh- 

element lands in the specifier position and additional wh-elements adjoin to the 

functional projection is not interpretable as a multiple question and so is not part of the 

candidate set? 

In my analysis. *TRACE incurs one violation per trace. regardless of the distance 

between the trace and its antecedent. so it is as costly to have a long distance between 

elements in a chain as a shon one. For this reason, there is nothing to be gained in my 

system by having the wh-elements adjoined to the VP. Instead. the different structures of 

simple questions in Czech and Bulgarian are accounted for by re-ranking of OB-HEAD 

46 Ackema and Neeleman ( 1  998: 456) say that this is because: 
In order to obtain a multiple question interpretation, the lower WH(s) must be 
unselectively bound by the highest WH-operator . . . For independent reasons it must be 
assurned that WHs in the A'-specifier position must be operators and cannot be bound 
through the relevant process. 



(which is independently needed to account for verb movement in English and Bulgarian) 

and *MULT-SPEC. Ackema and Neeleman do not address differences in extraction of  wh- 

elements from embedded clauses in Czech and Bulgarian. 

They do discuss optionai wh-movement in French, citing the data in (45): 

(45) 

a. Ou' as-tu donné à aui? 
what have-yougiven to whom 

' What have you given to whorn?' 
b.Tu as domequoi àaui? 

1 you have given whaf to whom 1 
(Ackema and Neeleman. 482. 484) 

Ackema and Neeleman explicitly reject a solution analogous to the one 1 propose 

for Babine-Witsuwit'en in section 4.4. in which STAY would tie with Q-MARKMG. 

Citing Grirnshaw and Samek-Lodovici (1995), they reject tied constraints on the grounds 

that first. allowing tied constraints has drastic typological results. predicting that any two 

constraints in UG may be tied. with optionality resulting; and second, according to Tesar 

and Smolensky's (1995) constraint leaming algorithm. tied constraints should be diacul t  

to leam (483). A possible answer to both objections might be that the dificulty of 

learning tied constraints would suggest that they shouid be rare - as, in fact. they appear 

to be (see section 7.5). 

Ackema and Neeleman explain the data in (45) by maintaining that (4s'a) is 

-standard' French, while (45b) is 'colloquial,' and that 'standard' and 'colloquial' French 

are "characterized by distinct grammars" (483). Thus (45a) - the standard form - is 

optimal under the ranking for standard French, in which Q-MARKMG dominates STAY. 

while (45b) - the colloquial form - is optimal under the ranking for colloquial French. in 

which STAY dominates Q-MARKMG. 

1 am not convinced that Ackema and Neeleman's solution to optional wh-fronting 

in French is entirely incompatible with the 'global ordered tie' anaiysis of the Babine- 

Witsuwit'en data given in Chapter 4. This is because, according to Müller (1999: 5).  a 

'global ordered tie' can be seen as the encoding of two or more rankings that are part of 



the linguistic knowledge of a single speaker. One could speculate fiom the data in (45) 

that for rnany speakers, Q-MARKMG dominates STAY in some situations, while STAY 

dominates Q-MARWNG in others. Thus a tie of constraints in the strictly grammatical 

portion of the speakeros knowledge could be resolved by non-grammatical factors. such 

as social context." It is possible that such an approach might enable linguists to account 

of situations in which diaiect choices are not binary. but rather occur dong a continuum 

fiom very informal to very formal. 

8.3 Müller 

Muller (1 997) proposes to account for the core typology of wh-fionting - that is. 

singular wh-fionting. multiple wh-fionting and wh-in-situ with six general constraints: 

PROJ-Pm: Adjunction to CP. Co and SpecC is prohibited at s-structure. 

DER-ECON: S-structure movement is not allowed. 

WH-CRIT: (a) wh-operators are in SpecC; (b) Cl.,, requires lexicalization of C or SpecC. 

FULL-INT: A lexical item has an interpretation. 

Mm-CHAN: Chain formation is minimal at each step of the derivation. 

BAR-CON: A Chain fornation must not cross a banier4'- 

Note that while PROJ-Pm. WH-CRJT and FULL-INT are representational (Le.. are 

assessed at s-structure) DER-ECON. MNCHAM and BAR-CON are denvational (Le.. are 

assessed at each step in a derivation). This is a central difference between Müller's 

anaIysis and my own. 

The rankings of these constraints that Müller gives for English, Korean and 

Bulgarian are given in (46): 

" Another intriguing option would be to try to encode the level of formality in the input. 
(For some people this might be uncomfombly reminiscent of generative semantics. On the other 
hand. it might work.) 

Muller (1999: 265) considers an XP to be a barrier between a and P if and only if XP 
includes P, excludes a and is not directly selected by either a lexical or functional head. 



1 English 1 PROJ-PRIN » WH-CRIT » DER-ECON (268) 1 
Language 

1 Korean 1 PROJ-PRIN » DER-ECON D WH-CRIT (270) 1 

Constraint Rankings in Mûller's Anabsis 

Bulgarian 1 WH-CRIT » PROJ-Pm » DER-€CON (271) 1 
In English WH-CRIT (which requires that wh-operators are in SpecC and that 

C,.,,, be realized lexically in C or SpecC) dominates DER-ECON (which disailows 

movement at S-structure), so DER-ECON is violated in order to sais@ WH-CRIT. This 

satisfaction is only partial however. WH-CIUT requires that all wh-operators be in 

SpecCP. which means that al1 wh-elements must fiont. However, because Müller 

considers multiple wh-fionting to be adjunction to the specifier of CP. the hi@ ranking of 

P R O J - P m  (which disallows adjunction to the specifier of CP) disallows multiple wh- 

fionting (and thus the complete satisfaction of WH-CRIT) in English (268). 

In Korean (which Müller takes to be a 'true' wh-in-situ language in spite of 

suface complications (267). DER-ECON (which disallows movement at s-structure) ranks 

above WH-CRIT (which requires movement of wh-elements to the specifier position). so 

there is no wh-fionting (270). 

In Bulgarian. WH-CRIT (which requires that al1 wh-elements be in a specifier 

position) dominates both PROI-PRIN (which disallows adjunction to specCP) and DER- 

ECON (which disallows movement at s-structure) so al1 wh-elements fiont. 

Müller M e r  accounts for overt question markers in Korean by suggesting that 

FULL-INT (which requires that a lexical item have an interpretation) is ranked bdow WH- 

CRIT. so that the grammar will violate FLJJL-INT in order to satisw the (b) part of WH- 

CRIT (which requires that CI.,I be reaiized lexically in C or SpecC). 

Müller's FULL-INT is the same as mine (and has a common source in Grimshaw's 

analysis). DER-ECON, while formulated in terms quite different from *TRACE, is violated 

in the same way: one violation per trace. The two parts of WH-CRJT play a mle in 

Müller's analysis similar to the roies played by OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP in mine with the 





SCOPE-OP was satisfied but would have an independent effect whenever it was ranked 

above SCQPE-OP (and OP-SPEC) with an intervening constraint forcing the violation of 

SCOPE-OP. Exploration of such a constraint is beyond the =ope of this thesis. 

8.4 Legendre, Wilson, Smolensky, Homer and Raymond 

Legendre, Wilson- Srnoiensky, Homer and Raymond (1 995) offer a very different 

account of the typology of wh-questions. The focus of their paper is a unified treatment 

of the phenomena traditionaily explaineci by Subjacency and the Empty Category 

Principle, but as a prelude they give a core analysis of wh-questions. They mode1 wh- 

interpretation as a form of quantifier-variable binding: the quantifier (which marks the 

scope of the questioned element) and the variable (which marks the structural position in 

which the questioned element is theta-marked) form a chah  with the quantifier at its head 

and the variable at its foot (3). Wh-fionting places the overt wh-phrase at the head of the 

chah and a trace at the foot, while wh-in-siru places an empty operator at the head of the 

chain and the overt wh-phrase at the foot. Only one element in a chah can be overt 

without violating a constraint against the addition of elements not present in the input. 

An important difference between Legendre et al.'s analysis and my own is that 

they consider GEN 'responsible' for placing the quanti*ng operator in the highest 

specifier position of a clause (3-4). This means that the entire chah is present in every 

candidate created by GEN." A language-particular ranking of constraints merely 

determines which part of the chain will be realized overtly. The constraints that they 

propose are: 

* t: No traces 

*Q: No empty operators 

*A~SORB: No absorption of Q-operators (Le. multiple questions operators cannot convert 
into a single operator.) 

'9 Legendre et al. (1995) do discuss 'unfaithful parses' in which the operator and/or the 
variable is missing but, since they are outside the scope of my analysis, 1 omit discussion of them 
here. 



The rankings for Engiish. Chinese and Bulgarian are given in (47) 

(47) 

Language 

In English *Q (which disallows non-overt operators) tanks above *t (which 

disallows traces) so the grammar will incur a violation of *t in order to avoid violating 

*Q. (Remember that eifher the operator or the variable, but not both. may be overt 

without violating a highly ranked constraint against the insertion of eiements not present 

in the input.) However, *t ranks above *ABSORB (which disallows the absorption of a 

question operator), so the grammar will violate *ABSORB (by ailowing the absorption of a 

question operator) rather than incur an addirional violation of *t. Thus the candidate with 

one overt question operator (fronted wh-element) will be optimal regardless of how many 

variables there are: the variable connected to the overt question operator will be manifest 

as a trace, and the other variables will be manifest as wh-elements in-situ. having had 

their question operators 'absorbed' by the fmt one. 

In Chinese, *t r a d s  above *Q, so it is more important to avoid the violation of *t 

than to avoid the violation of *Q. and the optimal candidate is the one in which the 

variable is overt and the operator is not. in Bulgarian *Q ranks above *trace (as in 

English) but so does *&SOREL Thus it is more important to avoid the violation of 

*ABSORB (by avoiding the absorption of question operators) than it is to avoid the 

violation of *t, and as many question operators as are present in the input will be overt in 

the optimal candidate. 

Legendre et al.'s core analysis is very different from my own, but then it is 

intended to serve as the foundation for an analysis of various constraints on extraction, 

rather than (as in the case of my core analysis) for an extended typology of whquestions. 

*TRACE is obviously identical it *t, differing only in its tyjmgraphy, but its effects are 

Constraint Raokiags in Legendre et aL's Andysis 

English *Q )) *t » *ABSORB 



very different* maidy because 1 do not see the placement of the question operator in the 

highest speci fier of a clause as k i n g  in the domain of GEN. Rather, 1 see it as behg in 

the domain of two violable constraints, OP-SPEC and SCOPE-OP, which may be ranked 

independently with *TRACE. Having one constraint require the placement of al1 operators 

in specifier positions fiom which they take scope (OP-SPEC) and another constraint 

require the filling of the specifier position of an interrogative clause by a operator 

(SCOPE-OP), and having bath constraints be violable, allows me to account for 

p henomena such as optional wh-fronthg in Babine- W itsuwit 'en and the differences 

berween complex question in Bulgarian and C~ech . '~  

'O My analysis of the  structure of simple questions in Czech is also facilitated by the  fact 
that OP-SPEC does not actually require that an operator be in the highest specifier position of a 
clause. but rather a specifier positionfi.om which it takes scope. 



Cha~ter  - 9: Conciusion 

in this thesis, 1 have given a preliminary account of the typology of wh-questions 

in terms of the re-ranking of seven violable constraints. The core constraints - OP-SPEC 

(which requires that an operator be in a specifier position fiom which it takes scope), 

SCOPE-OP (which requires that an extended projection over which an operator takes scope 

have an instance of that operator in its highest specifier position) and *TRACE (which 

disallows traces) can be re-ranked to account for singular wh-fionting, multiple wh- 

fronting, and wh-in-situ. OB-HEAD (which disallows headless projections), *ML;LT-SPEC 

(which disallows multiply-filled specifiers) and *C HAIN-EP (whic h disallows c hains that 

cross the boundary of an extended projection) can be ranked with the core constraints to 

account for the differences between Bulgarian and Czech. * CHAN-EP and PROJ-OP 

(which requires that an extended projection containing an operator contain an instance of 

that operator in some specifier position) can be ranked with the core constraints to 

account for optional wh-fionting in Babine-Witsuwit'en. 

A important advantage of an Optimality Theoretic account of the typology of wh- 

questions over traditional accounts is that it is not necessary to parameterize constraints. 

For example. it is not necessary to designate features (such as * wh) as strong or weak. as 

in the Minimalist Program. As another example, in Rudin's (1988) Government Binding 

account of the typology of wh-questions, she proposes a condition stating that nothing 

may be adjoined to the specifier of CP. This condition does not apply in Bulgarian. 

applies at s-structure in Czech and applies at s-structure and at PF (phonetic fom) in 

English and Chinese (494). In the account given here, no such parameterization is 

necessary: in every language. al1 constraints are assessed at a single level of 

representation. 

Likewise, in Denharn's (1 997) Minimaiist account of wh-questions in English. 

Chinese and Babine-Witsuwit'en, she proposes that a C is aiways selected from the 

nurneration in English. never selected fkom the nurneration in Chinese. and sometimes 

selected fiom the numeration in Babine-Witsuwit'en (1 18). in the account given here. al1 

constraints are present in ail languages - whether or  not their effects are felt depends 



upon their ranking relative to conflicting constrain&. 
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